


















CHAPTER I1 

THE BEHAVIORAL PROBLEM IN POLITICS 

There is a Gestalt problem in political theory, The problem is to juxta- 
pose the historical orientation of the traditionalists with the scientific meth- 
odology of the behavioralists. You take a black and white composition of 
the human face: behavioralists can only see patterns, models of political 
form. Traditionalists too often exclude systematic form or generalization 
and stress the content of politics. Behavioralists attempt to interpret Power 
without Myth. A typical example is Kamin's apparent inability to under- 
stand why a fictitious candidate named McIntyre defeats an equally fictitious 
Carter in the Maritimes.6 

In one sense all political scientists are behavioralists -they all must 
study human behavior. Behavioralism in this sense has a tremendously phil- 
osophical and traditional heritage. There is, however, an unfortunate un- 
certainty as to whether all bel~avioralists are aware of their ancestry. There 
seems to be much of what Eric Voegelin has termed "theoretical illiteracy" 
(possibly echoing Nicholas of Cusa's "learned ignorance") in the mass of 
recent behavioral l i te ra t~re .~  

Behavioral science offers many faces to the student of politics. Some of 
the studies in content analysis, voting behavior, personality types, and game 
theory provide valuable insights into political power. These insights are 
really more or Iess traditional. This is especially true of David Butler's 
"psephological" analyses of the Britisl general elections and of V. 0. Key, 
Jr.'s inquiries into American  politic^.^ The greatness of both Key and Butler 
lies in their ability to synthesize the bchavioral and traditional approaches. 
If Key was aware of the values of the statistical method, he also urged his 
students to use county and local histories as source materials. This type of 
analysis has been increasingly accepted by most factions of politicaI science. 

Of much more debatable and miscellaneous value are the peripheral 
projects in cybernetics (communications analysis), "simulatics" (replica- 
tion of socioeconomic conditions for projection of election data), and "com- 
puter law." It is not that the methods used in these fields are wrong but 
that they are unproven or of limited application. I t  is difficult to resist Karl 
Deutsch's remark on game theory in this context: 

(41 
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(1)n society and politics, however, limited changes of behavior may be the rule 
and exact repetition the exception. The possibility has perhaps found its classical 
expression in Lewis Carroll's image of the croquet game in Alice in Wonderland. 
In that game, as we all remember, the balls were live hedgehogs, the goals were 
doubled up soldiers, and the mallets were live flamingoes. The hedgehogs 
would crawl, the soldiers would stretch, and the flamingoes would squirm at 
every stage of the game. It was a very difficult game indeed, and it would 
perhaps have been not less difficult for the present theory of games, but it looks 
in some ways vely much like the kind of game that political scientists are 
trying to describe." 

Behavioralists are in notorious self-contradiction and disagreement re- 
garding the nature of behavioralism. David Easton enumerates the standard 
assumptions and objectives: 

(1) Regularities: There are discoverable uniformities in political behavior. 
These can be expressed in generalizations or theories with explanatory and pre- 
dictive value. 

(2) Verification: The validity of such generalizations must be testable, in 
principle, by reference to relevant behavior. 

(3) Techniques: Means for acquiring and interpreting data cannot be taken 
for granted. They are problematic and need to be examined self-consciously, 
refined, and validated so that rigorous means can be found for observing, re- 
cording and analyzing behavior. 

(4) Quantification: Precision in the recording of data and the statement of 
findings require measurement and quantification, not for their own sake, but 
only where possible, relevant, and meaningful in the light of other objectives. 

(5) Values: Ethical evaluation and empirical explanation involve two different 
kinds of propositions that, for the sake of clarity, should be kept analytically 
distinct. However, a student of political behavior is not prohibitcd from asserting 
propositions of either kind separately or in combination as long as he does not 
mistake one for the other. 

(6) Systematization: Research ought to be systematic; that is to say, theory 
and research are to be seen as closely intertwined parts of a coherent and 
orderly body of knowledge. Research untutored by theory may prove trivial, 
and theory unsupported by data, futile. 

(7) Pure science: The application of knowledge is as much a part of the 
scientific enterprise ar; theoretical understanding. R t ~ t  the understanding and ex- 
planation of political behavior logically precede and provide the basis for ef- 
forts to  utilize political knowledge in the solution of urgent practical problems 
of society. 

(8) Integration: Because the social sciences deal with the whole human situa- 
tion, political research can ignore the findings of other di~ciplines only at the 
peril of weakening the validity and undermining the generality of its own re- 
sults, Recognition of this interrelationship will help to bring political science 
back to its status of earlier centuries and return it to the main fold of the 
social sciences.lo 

Behaviorists, defined as the worst of the behavioralists, very naturally 
reject traditionaI political philosophy as value-charged, subjective, or mor- 
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alistic. Behaviorism is the product of a number of historical tendencies in 
political theory: political dynamics, skepticism, even the radicalism and 
antiauthoritarianism of the "lunatic fringe." Tilting with windn~ills thought 
to be giants -that is traditionalism; but converting giants into windmills 
- that is behaviorism.11 

The traditionalist often uses such epithets as "envelop-lickers" and "no 
deeper than their postage stamps" with telling contempt for bchavioristic 
sampling research. The behaviorist's repartee is likely to consist of an anec- 
dote regarding a traditionalist exhumed from the library stacks and a testi- 
monial to the healthfulness of field research. Thus the dialogue between 
the traditionalist and the behaviorist continues in the style of the medieval 
conversations between body and soul, or cleric and soldier - a fugitive 
from Matthew Arnold's "Empedocles on Etna": 

What forms are these conling 
So white through the gloom? 
. . . . . a  . . . .  
We have the truth, they cry. 
. . . . . . . . . .  
We bring a bias with us here. 
. . . . . . . . . .  
We measure the sea-tides. 
. . . . . . . . . .  
Man's measures cannot mete the immeasurabfe aII. 
. . . . . . * . . . , . . . . . . .  
A new swarm of sophists. 
. . . . . . . . . .  
A false course for the world, 
And for ourselves, false powers. 
d . . . . . . . . .  

And dares stamp nothing false 
Where he finds nothing sure. 

This pastiche admirably recreates the methodological squabble. Although 
behavioral techniques have been somewhat refined, there is still the omni- 
presence of "how to lie with statistics." The spirit of '48 (not to mention 
the Literary Digest's debacle of '36) raises itself as the b2te noire of the 
would-be election predictor. There is also the matter of the unfortunate re- 
turns from Kansas which made it Nixon 100:l early in a '60 evening. Like 
subjects under hypnosis, who will swear that they have been to the moon 
to please the interviewer, the public responds favorably to such questions 
as: "How do you stand with regard to the government's Anti-Metallurgy 
Act [I 962?]?" 

The public opinion pollster may also confront something like this 
situation: 
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1s there anything you like about the Democratic Party? 
No. 
What do you like about the Denlocrats7 
I don't know anything aborit the Democratic Party. 
What do you like about the Republicans? 
That's Stevenson, ain't it? I get them mixed up.l" 

-which is to say, 20 per cent Ycs, 20 per cent No, and 60 per cent took 
personal affront at the question. The moral is that there are an unfortu- 
nately large number of people who have an inhercnt inability to distinguish 
behaviorist pollsters from other "revenooers." 

The substantive objections to behaviorism fall into a number of general 
categories: Pseztdo-scientism, mathematization, and the "imitative impulse"; 
Determinisnz, reductionisn~, and the lack of the "aleatory concern" (chance 
or luck); Pseudo-objectivity; Dehumanization, mechanism, amoral and 
amythic; Reformism which produces a pscudo-liberalism which in turn 
stimulates anti-intellectualism. It can also be argued, as Schopenhauer 
does, that history (and politics) deals with the specific, whereas science 
treats the generic. It  should be again stressed that these are only limits 
to behaviorism. 

Friedrich von Logau is a poet who anthologizes well because of his 
pithy seventeenth century insights into human character. He  writes regard- 
ing the "quantifiers7' in politics: "There are a folk called politicians, who 
have intelligence and crafty ingenuity but a good many people think they 
are not what you would call ho~~cst."'~T-lonest observer that he is, the 
quantifier is dedicated to revealing society to itself as it really is -very 
dedicated. There is in fact a strange numerological contentment with these 
people which brings to mind a gem from Dickens' Edwin Drood: "(Y)our 
regular professors of all degrees, run amuck like so many mad Malays . . . 
quoting figures which you know to be as willfully one-sided as a statement 
of any complicated ac~ount." '~ 

For reasons not entirely clear these mathematizers quantify such things 
as the number of people who cross against a traffic light and come up  
with SigmaFunctio11QEDchisquared indices for attitudes of antiauthoritar- 
ianism and political irresponsibility. Lasswell discovers, for example, that 
the psychological index of personality factors in the South Carolina legis- 
lator is pdr = P. (Could Lasswell have been mistaken in his formula - by 
only one letter?) A rather unhappy book of this type was Simon's Models 
of Mail: Social and Rational. More apropos, however, are the numerous 
findings on sticklebacks and grey lag geese: "The gray lag goose reacts to 
eggs that have rolled out of the nest by stretching the neck. . . . The innate 
releasing mechanism of this response reacts to relatively few sign stim- 
uli . . ."15 
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Grey lag geese can't read? Do not mistake the objection. I t  is not against 
the study of grey lag geese, not even against the study of animal behavior. 
I have greatest respect for Prof. Michener's entomological work. Vergil 
himself examined the social life of the bee and took time out to bury a 
fly. Thoreau was concerned with ants, Insects and grey lag geese are exactly 
what the behaviorist should study! All said and done, the traditionalists do 
little more than place this data in a historical context with a few homely 
classical allusions. 

Both groups convcrt thcir studies into ritualistic formulas which are 
every bit as liturgical as samples of Cretan Linear B. Behaviorists like to 
terrify the neophyte, legitimize the discipline, and conceal the frustrations 
of their intellectua1 insecurity with pseudo-scientism - Trumanisk, gobble- 
degook. They are upset by being treated among the scientists as politicians 
and among the politicians as scientists. Traditionalists, feeling frustrated 
and insecure because of the behavioral proliferation, attempt to make 
their rivals appear like a group of alcoholics at the temperance union. 

The urge to jargonize is very much part of the inzitntive irnpzrlse - the 
effort to imitate for a political science the successes of the natural sciences, 
at least linguistically. There is more than a suggestion of American praz- 
matism in this respect, but the impulse has a distinguished tradition in 
politicaI philosophy. There was poor Delamettre struggling with "man a 
machine" in the Newtonian mechanism; poor Hobbes trying to square the 
circle; poor Bentham with his unfelicitous calculus; poor Bodin with his 
astrology (Hitler's astrological charts were tolerably interesting too); Mon- 
tesquieu, Kant, Comte, and Spencer. (Darwin at one point made it exces- 
sively clear that his "origin of species" was strictly for pigeons. BeIieve the 
author? Of course not! We are trained in the post-Machiavellian higher 
criticism -the author never really means what he says, not really. Spinoza 
in his Tractntlrs says it, perhaps rightly, about Machiavelli himself. Of 
course it is sometimes devastatingly unfortunate when the author means 
what he says!) Adorno and Fromnl and a host of lesser students of psy- 
chology have adopted Freud and nco-Freudian ideas for politics. 

Tn fact every major techno10,nicaI or scientific advance has generated a 
demand for a new science of politics. Whitehead supplies this cave 
"Tomorrow science will have moved forward one more step and there wi 
be no appeal from the jud,ment which will then be p ronoun~ed . "~~  Lass 
well summarizes: 

Every advance in the probing of physical configurations has  led at  once by 
extrapolation to calls for a science of man paralleling conceptions and procedures 
current in dealing with physical events. Books have frequently been written that 
purport to provide a prolegomenon for the social sciences.17 

Sometimes resuIting in new ways of examining society, more frequent 
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this imitative tendency has produced a pernicious "we-tooism." We too can 
classify like Linnaeus, well, at least like Aristotle. We too can be relative 
like Einstein. We too can be uncertain like Heisenberg. The Heisenberg 
"uncertainty Principle" may well be the salvation of modern behaviorism 
qua science. Everyone recognizes that power can be functionally and for- 
mally classified, measured in relative quantities or magnitudes, and is a 
very uncertain concept indeed! 

The behaviorists manage to genuflect to some confused being called 
protagoraskelvin (with apologies to the great sophist's humanism). This 
being is also known as "Manthemeasureofallthings." A dash of the James 
the First complex, a failing of most political scientists, adds dogmatism to 
their dogma - "If it convinces me, either it should convince you or it 
should not have convinced me." The suspicions that Protagoraskelvin is a 
reincarnation of BceIzebub and that the behaviorists hold black masses 
are, happy to rcport, unfounded. They are known, however, to participate 
in an occasional auto-da-fe. 

The result is a tendency toward monotheism, more properly single- 
factor determinism. There is such a multiplicity of single-factors, however, 
that political science is as littered as the Hindu pantheon with more than 
one Ganesha and a perennial supply of Shivas. Political scientists are first 
forced into this uncomfortable position and then charged with reduction- 
ism.18 They get themselves into this position by admitting to the existence 
of multiple variables. 

The question of determinfsm itself plagues both history and political 
science. It  can be argued thar the aleatory concern is very great. A tradi- 
tional anecdote regards the cart of Citizen Drouet. The carriage of Baroness 
de Kor8 was blocked by the cart at Varennes. A fat old man thrust his 
head out - as he had also done at Chalons. Citizen Drouet recognized the 
escaping King Louis from his portrait on an assignat, Accident or pattern? 

There is also the problem of the Catholic juror driven into a cathedral 
by a rainstorm. He notes a pious man kneeling at the rail. The man turns 
out to be the one who has been indicted for trial. The next day the juror 
persists in voting "Not guilty." Chance or pattern? How can the effect of a 
rainstorm be considered as a variable, even by Ellsworth Huntington or the 
most ardent sunspot climatologist? 

H. A. L. Fischer in the History of Europe writes of the "teleology of 
chance": 

One intellectual excitement has . . . been denied to me. Men wiser and more 
learned than I have discerned in History a plot, a rhythm, a predetermined 
pattern. The harmonics are concealed from me. I can see only one emergency 
following upon another as wave follows wave.?" 

And in this vein the Ronians believed in and Machiavelli wrote of Fortur~a. 
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Machiavelli had almost the anxiety of a surf-boarder that the waves be 
taken at their peak, however. 

Among recent scholarly writings the emphasis is on the "poverty of 
historicism." Leo Strauss writes: 

It is only at this point that we come face to face with the serious antagonist of 
politicaI philosophy: historicisn~. After having reached its full growth historicism 
is distinguished from positivisnl by the following characteristics. (I) It abandons 
the distinction between facts and values, because every understanding, however 
theoretical, implies specific evaluations. (2) It denies the authoritative character 
of modern science, which appears as only one among many forms of man's 
ix~tellectual orientation in the world. (3) It refuses to regard the historical process 
as fundamentally progressive, or, more generally stated, as reasonable. . . . Nis- 
toricism rejects the question of the good society, that is to say of tke good 
society.20 

Eric Voegelin views the search for historical pattern as the product 
the decay of political morality and a special aspect of the existential a 
iety and insecurity. He defines totalitarianism as the "existential rule 
gnostic  activist^."^^ Voegelin stresses an "aetiology of order," spiritual f 
tors and myths: "The problem of an eidos in history, hence, arises on1 
when Christian transcendental fulfillment becomes immanentized. Such 
immanentist hypostasis of the eschaton, however, is a theoretical fallacy. 
Dahl feels that such language leaves something to be desired. Voegeli 
discusses the "by itself" harmless idiosyncrasy that the natural sci 
method (many scientists now prefer "a" scientific method) per se is a 
requisite to understanding reality, The subordination of theoretical 
vance to method begins with the influence of Newton on Voltaire and 
minates in Max Weber. The result is an omnium-gatherum of indigestibl 
facts and the use of defective principles to operate on relevant materia 
Although Voegelin's critique of empiricism is at some points difficult, it I 

nonetheless sound. 
The persistent struggle to discover patterns is part of political theory: 

Augustine, Vico, Hegel, Comte, Marx, Toynbee. It is IittIe wonder tI 
modern theorists have something of the Amy Lowell mentality about them, 
What, after all, are patterns for? Determinism, of course, usually negates 
human freedom. This is not our immediate concern except as it rela 
the apathetic fallacy, deintelIectualization, dehumanization, au 
politics. It  is probably true that human behavior is limited 
if not absolutely. Voluntarism, however, is very important to 
psyche even if it is an illusion. Humanity has rarely cared to admit 
own limitations although there is the occasionally awkward case in 
man decides that the ultimate freedom is freedom from freedom. 

There is an unfortunate tendency in behavioristic political analysis t 
ward an amoral, amythic, value-free science. To insist on a value-fr 
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of politics is a contradiction in terms. At the root of any state is a 
c-nserzsus iuris-not merely a consensus as some latter-day sophists 
wodd have it. To separate ethics from politics is to separate the foundation 
from the structure. A science of politics that when backed to the wall 
cannot evaluate diirerences between Christ and Nero is simply revolting. 
Leo Strauss charges: "By teaching the equality of all values, by denying 
that there is an essential difference between men and brutes, it contributes 
to the victory of the gutter!"23 Here we have the pallid equality of values 
coupled to the remark of Asquith to Bryce regarding the free equality of 
facts. Good old Leo Strauss! But these empiricists will shortIy scream 
"Sauve qui peut!" and say that they do not really reject values but simply 
keep them in their schizoid weird. They are naturally most absolute in 
their rejection of absolutes and their elevation of methodology to the dig- 
nity of ideology. 

The moral problem in politics is particularly acute - though it could be 
argued by a poor white Southerner that the least moral cause always man- 
ages to win: Christ, Boadicaea, Harald, Charles Edward, George 111 (un- 
less we consider Burkean prescription), Lee, even Goldwater, really a 
strange sequence of martyrs and lost causes. The more moraI of two causes 
usually handicaps itself by refusing to use the techniques of practical 
power available to its opponents. This is suicidal. There are also self- 
destructive tendencies in the "robbery on a grand scale." Did that astute 
amoralist and astuter student of power, Machiavelli, realize that the effect 
of his PI-ince would be to increase the power of its user to the point of 
corruption? 

Materialism is likewise absurd - whether God is dead or not, as every 
undergraduate knows, Nietzsche certainly is, or alternately, and in a Kirilo- 
vian sense, he is become God, which would have embarrassed him con- 
siderably. (Perhaps not, however; after all Nietzsche did say that if there 
were gods, how could he stand not to be one? I have always suspected 
that he couldn't.) "The Dragon Thou Shalt" simply cannot be whisked 
away by telling it that it is nothing but a hallucination. It  is the moral 
sense which distinguishes men from matter. The upshot is that an incautious 
behaviorist teaching political science may look precious like an atheist 
teaching religion. H e  refuses to arrive at any real or permanent conclusion 
or at any "ultimate questions." 

A realistic science of politics must consider elements of POWER, MYTH, 
and MORALITY - MIRACLE, MYSTICISM, and AUTHORITY. Even 
a "scientist" is not completely detached from his work in the laboratory. 
The ivory tower of Montaigne is a pleasant intellectual retreat; so is the 
desire of Plato's philosopher coming out of the Cave to be at one with the 
Good. He cannot do it. He must not do it. H e  is forced to the self-recogni- 
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tion of his human Iirnitations and forced to return. He cannot live like 
Polyphemus as a subhuman. Neither can he be god. Even the descriptive 
observer becomes tremendously involved in his observations. 

The best behaviorists recognize their prejudices and preconceptions and 
try to take them into account through a culture-value filtration, or intro- 
ductory credo or apology. The dimculty lies in the vicious circularity by 
which they hypothesize on the basis of empirical evidence and then sub- 
stantiate their theories on an expansion of the same data. The really astute 
observer can only confirm his original analysis or admit that he is not really 
an astute observer. 

Value judgments sneak in through the back door of the behaviora1 
studies in the guise of "psychopathological" or "routinization of the char- 
isma." They are, as Strauss indicates, implicit rather than explicit. I am 
quite certain that a recent and not too much lamented American diplomat 
would have claimed that he was being utterly impartial when he told the 
Jews and Arabs in the Palestine dispute to sit down and discuss the situa- 
tion in a Christian manner, 

The schizoid-valueless condition is one of the most perplexing claims of 
a behavioral science. Here is a man who works all morning in his social 
laboratory exercising value judgments in his selection of materials and 
methods. We all do that. He inserts values by weighting his samples, as 
Andrew Hacker notes in his critique of Dahl's ranking experiment on 
senatorial power.2' During the actual moment of analysis he claims to hold 
these values in abeyance. (He might do this and even convince us of it if 
he were not always studying value-charged-equals-political questions.) 
But then he leaves at the luilch hour to picket WooIworth's. Here he sup- 
posedly retreats from his role as scientist-behaviorist and becomes citizen- 
behaviorist. Jekyll becomes Hyde. The traditionalist can ask which is 
more important, analysis or rights? This is a meaningful question of priori- 
ties in politics. And then are some rights, for example property rights, 
more important than human rights? What is the essence of politics, any- 
way? Should we simply abandon our moral indignation and analyze busi- 
nesses, legitimate and illegitimate, just as institutional power structures? 

An observer cannot be totally removed from the object observed. Great 
objectivity may be possible in the historical context - although that is 
often through secondhand sources. It  is not impossible to imagine a panel 
of behavioral experts polling a historical figure on his opinions of various 
questions. The antihistorical bias militates against a graveyard school in 
political science, however. So Yorik must remain silent. 

Judgment by political sympathy also retards the growth of an objective 
historical science. This is Burkhardt's theory that we tend to make histori- 
cal judgments on a value basis. The historical objectivism of a Ranke or 
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the "impartiality" of a Pollard can be fascinating but precisely because it 
is not quite as objective as in~agined.'~ 

One type of detached observation which approaches value freedom is 
lunacy. Lunatics, although they usually refuse to concentrate, do occasion- 
ally have interesting political insigllts. The political BedIamites will be intro- 
duced in the next chapter. Thc finities here are perhaps closer to Aris- 
totle's Poetics than to his Politics. Politics is placed nearer to the surrealism 
of DaIi or Bosch or the art of Van Gogl~. Creative intuition has precious 
little to do with behavioral science and vicc versa. Usually the madman and 
often the artist express ideas which are not attuned to the existing social 
and political structure. These aberrations, indeed the entire phenomenon 
of intellectualism, as Mannheim indicates, are inconvenient to a theory 
which explains human behavior in terms of environment. 

Occasionally the messianic or martyr types react to or escape from the 
environment. Marx's "scientific socialism" is the bona fide by-product of 
the evils of the same industrial society which also yielded the Mad Hat- 
ter and thc White Rabbit. The peculiar tradition is supposedly maintained 
by a leading Eastern school which maintains a special policcman to make 
certain that its most detached social scientist does not get run over in the 
traffic. Such is the behavior of the behaviorists. It  is at least fortunate that 
they have at last found a cusfodia~l for the guardians. 

Behaviorism can also be viewed as the conscientious use of a method - 
stigmatized by Whyte in TJze Organizatio~z Man as mere "scientism." Yet 
this concept of scientific investigation, which Whyte uses in a limited way 
himself, is in its essence scientific. The distinction between science and 
scientism collapses. The result may be a "Parkinson's Law." There are 
also some delightfully 'pataphysical principles very reminiscent of modern 
behaviorism. 'Pataphysics, quite decidedly in opposition to metaphysics in 
the umbilical orientation of Jarry, discovers such fascinating laws as the 
principle that a button will always tend to roll toward and into a heat regis- 
ter. Such findings arc izot academic trivia; they are not even academic. 
They do not differ in substance, howcver, from the principle that people 
who are morc interested in voting tend to vote more frequently than those 
who are not. 

T11e greatest obstaclc to a modern science of politics is possibly not its 
nonexistence - political laws of limited application and of a co-organic 
nature quite possibly do exist. Lasswell's "sociosomatic medicine" to par- 
allel psychosomatic medicine is an enticing possibility, Thc primary diffi- 
culty with a behavioral political science is the futile effort of the "mad 
scientist" to escape from the laws. Envision, if you will, a science which ex- 
plains how and why humans behave the way they do. It  is still necessary 
for this core or nucleus to be surrounded by another discipline which tells 
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"how ought to." Politics surrounds political science, and the pair are Po- 
litical Science. One in isolation of the other is meaningless. 

The sad fact is that political theorists have bccn miserably consistent 
failures at applying their theories. They insist on their Utopian rcforms, 
social plans, grand-scale experiments. The modern behavioral scientist is 
not content with an experimental science limitcd to studying other's ex- 
periments. He emerges out of the great volcanic tunnel of H. Rider Hag- 
gard's Ayeshn with grandiose schemes "from the cradle to the grave." He 
is certain that society is sick. This plain albcit unfortunate fact is not a 
behavioral innovation. I t  has been evident ever since Plato tore off to Syra- 
cuse and then was returned in undignified circumstances. It  has been evi- 
dent since Aristotle's nephcw Callistl~encs was executed by Alexander. 
Look at the plight of the island of Cyprus which from Aristotle to Rousseau 
with a stop at St. Thomas Aquinas has received more pages of expcrt polit- 
ical advice per acre - per square inch - than any other comparable area. 

Most of these theorists appear to be fugitives from some kind of urban 
renewal projecr. Socicty, they say, must be levelled in order to be recon- 
structed. A great society rcquircs a positive state. There was Phaleas of 
Chalcedon and Hippodamas of Miletus. Yct as Chrysippus said, some seats 
in the theater simply have to be bettcr than others. It is strangc indecd 
to see liberal intellectuals calling for a Maclltstnat rathcr than a Rechls- 
stant, strange too to see churchmen succumbing to the third temptation. It 
is bad cnougll to have patent medicine prescriptions for others, but it is 
pitiful to see the faith these people waste on their elixirs. Behaviorists and 
liberals alike are haunted by the idea that their experiments just might work 
and that they might have to ccase expcrinlenting! They are H. L. Men- 
cken's lattcr-day Puritans latently fearing that someone somewhere might 
actually be happy. 

Mechanization and dehumanization become the stock in trade of a be- 
havioral science. Professor Wiener, for example, writes: 

When I givc an order to a nlachine, the situation is not csscntially different 
f rom that which arises when I give an order to a person. . . . To me, personally, 
the fact that the signal in its intermediate stages has gone through a machine 
rather than through a person is irreIcvant.3; 

Professor Corwin charges that this type of analysis "rcpudiatcs, if not 
with scorn and contumely, at any rate with scientific finality, the most 
fundanlental assunlption of the dcnlocratic dogma . . . that mat1 is primarily 
a rational creature."" This tendency has hitherto been limited precisely 
because the values inserted into the value-free bellavioral method have 
almost uniformly been liberal democratic values. Woe betide the behavioral 
science when its implications for conservatism and reaction are finally 
realized! 
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1 cannot doubt man's real ability to cngineer society, to legislate moral- 
ity, to dcstroy folkways with stateways, to brainwash colllpletely an en- 
tirc pcoplc. It rcquircs an OGPU thcrc, a permanent purge hcre, and somc 
genocide tlicre. It is an cxcrcisc in pure positive and naked power to re- 
construct socicty in accord with ccononlic or social "laws." Thc esscncc 
of totalitaria~~ism is to make certain that thc system's uncterlying theoreti- 
cal prcrniscs arc cxccuted in practice. In the Orweliian world when Big 
Brother predicts an occurrence, it has already transpired. There is an awful 
truth colltaincd ill tlie "Socialism Utopian and Scientific" section of "The 
Communist Manifesto": 

Since the devclopn~cnt of clasj antagonism hceps cven with the developn~ent 
of industry, the cconornic situation, as they find it, does not as yet offer to them 
the material conclitions for tlic emancipation of thc proletariat. They therefore 
search n j r e r  n l le tv  socirrl ~ c i e ~ ~ c e ,  nfrer rlew socirrl In~vs.?"  

In our own society I can scc the preli~llinary cffects of this scarch for a 
new science of politics - a be1lavioral science. I can see the illguided, al- 
though extrclllely wcll-intentioned, cflorts to collvcrt untested sociological 
assumptions prematurely into "social laws" and then into legislation or 
sociological jurisprudence. The movement is an all too noble effort to re- 
cover thc lost concept of scientific law for politics by "legislating" it into 
being- to restore the lost harlllony bctwccn nornos and physis and the 
distinction between ills and lex which is our "unfortunate" hcritagc from 
Justinian. 

Challenging laws, givens, standards, norms in all areas and simultan- 
eously trying to get ncw laws niirl vaIucs cstabiishcd - thcirs, the behavior- 
ists depart in a strange antinomy from their intellcctual model, Socrates, 
who realized that in the final arlalysis thc best way to subvert thc laws was 
to uphold them. This was the final irony and the great subversion beside 
which Anytus and Meletus become ignorant pikers and even the truth of 
Alcibiades a mockery. The substar-icc of power intoxicates this new breed. 
The power-oriented theorist finds his antecedents in Callicles and Thrasy- 
macllus. Might and right arc either equated or related. 

Students of behaviorism in their antiauthoritarian zcaI graduate with 
criminal records as diplomas. Thcy espouse wild schemcs suc11 as nuclear 
disarmalllent and withdrawal from whercver we happen to bc at the mo- 
ment. Thcy boycott South African lobsters (although this may be a product 
of the Maine lobster industry). They report that the sky is falling, nuclearly 
speaking. Thcy picket and sign petitio~is - still claiming that this is separate 
from thcir value-free studies. A student cannot in fact qualify as an intel- 
lectual until he carries the banner of a cause in public. I t  is little wonder 
that we have such recurrent anti-intellectualism. The cure for behaviorism 
and this behavior is luckily quite the same as for Marxism, a compulsory 
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overdose. Reviving the patient after the successful treatment may, however, 
be more difficult. 



CHAPTER I11 

THE MYTHMAKERS: 
THE FORMS OF POLITICAL POSSESSION 

SO, you're . . . just a man thirsting for  political power. We shall set towns on 
fire, we shall create myths. . . . So  we'll start unrest, and there'll be havoc 
everywhere. . .P" 
Cry havoc! Traditional political philosophers have almost as many fail- 

ings as their modern behavioral counterparts. The forms of political posses- 
sion are as macabre as Goya's "insane asylum." They are as harried as the 
thinker in the print who is attacked by owls taking flight at dusk. 

There is the type who is like the millenialist Shigalov of Dostoyevsky's 
The Possessed, and who is as convinced as a Doukhobor or a Hindu astrol- 
oger that the world's end will be tomorrow, 11:25 A.M. He is like Pro- 
fessor Very Jones of Harvard who told his Greek class to head for the 
Berkshires for the end was at hand. There is the messianic Shatov, pos- 
sessed of the pan-Slavist ideal, ex orieizte cix. There is Kirilov, who in his 
nihilistic possession is compared by Camus to Oedipus as the type of the 
absurd hero. There is Lebyatkin crying: "I'm not mad, I'm all right." Verk- 
hovensky delights in the feeling of possession and persecution and the be- 
lief that God is watching him. Very suddenly these fictitious characters 
become political realities, and you have, say, a Bakunin, exclaiming: "I 
want to be We!" Such are the forms of possession and dispossession which 
are "normal" in political theory. 

The most flamboyant thinkers and for that matter the most colorful 
politicians are at times a bit "off." The remark of a Glasgow student re- 
garding the Rousseauesque lectures of the eccentric moral philosopher 
"Christopher North" is apropos: "I think that man is a fool and that if he 
wasna sic a big fool he would be laughed at."30 Add if you will in a happy 
equation, 2 la Louis Hartz, Littre's criminality-equals-insanity theory to St. 
Augustine's "robberies on a grand scale," and you arrive at the algebraically 
permissibIe conclusion that the power obsession of most politicians leaves 
them in the position of the British scientific adviser who was maligned by 
Sir C. P. Snow as bcing "a study out of a psychiatric case book.'' There is 
also the artist who has recently charged that the present Administration is 

(17) 
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surrounded by - nccropliiliacs. Tt has also seriously becn argued that both 
candidatcs in the '60 clcction wcre divinely inspired or at least possessed 
of charisma. 

Political theorists frequently belong to one of these subgroups: roguish 
possession (quackery so~iietinies inducing Inass hysteria); Ghost Danccss 
or ~nessianic possession; demonic or dclusory possession; and paranoid 
possession. Occasiolially schizophrenia is applied in describing the South 
or such thinkers as Calhoun. Such charges nced not detain us here. 

The roguish possession incliides all of the false oracles and prophets 
from the time of Lucian's Alexander and maybe even the Witch of Endor. 
Here arc pscudo-Anastasias unconifortably receiving false Dmitris. Here is 
Riza Bey, arriving as a conlie ambassador from Persia to wait on Louis 
XIV. P. T. Barnum admired the fake Persian lamb's ability to flecee 
the king of his gold. Here is George Psalmanazar who enthralled Europe 
with his fraudulent description of Formosa. Here also is tlie poor Austrian 
strcetcar conductor, who by using Hitler's own formula of the "bigger the 
lie the better its chance of bcing believed" managed to hoax his way up 
the Nazi hierarchy in the style of Eulenspiegel, the Captain from Koepenik, 
and Lieutenant Kiji.'+I 

The "King of the Liars," as Carlyle called him, was the Count Cagliostro. 
Although his actual political influcncc was somewhat limited, he did partici- 
pate in a number of court intrigues. His wife had an affair with Potemkin 
which got them run out of Russia by Catherine the Great. There were also 
what in modcr~i parlance would be called the "capers" with the Illuniinati 
and the Dianlond Necklace. The Tllunlinati fostered viole~it revolution and 
tlie overtlirow of the monarchies. They precipitated one of the first anti- 
Masonic reactions in the United States. The Diamond Necklace swindle 
included Prince Cardinal deRohan's ill-fated affair with Marie Antoinette. 
Cagliostro's efforts landed him in the Bastille. His trial, ncither as dra- 
matic nor tragic as those of Clicnier or Babeuf, was a calculated effort on 
the part of the Estates to embarrass the Queen. 

Whctlier or not Cagliostro possessed "the power," he did possess power. 
People seemed to take a perversc pleasure from bcing hoodwinked. As his 
biographer writes: 

History bears witness to the fact that any period of political or  economical un- 
rest is invariably accompanied by a rccrudcscence of interest in the occult. . . . 
In the epidemic which occurred in the latter half of the eightee~lth century the 
unrest was more truly political and ccononiic in cause. . . . A11 over Europe 
revolution was in the air.rj2 

Imposters of this type are symptomatic of unstable political conditions, 
and if Wallenstein wanted to listen to astrologers and Bodin wanted to 
dignify astral influences in political theory, who was to gainsay them the 
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Chaldean escape fro111 politics into the cosmos. 
Most rogues have supplemented their powers with deception and egotism. 

AS Cardano writes, evil also has its laws. So when Cagliostro deals with 
Casanova, they arrive at an entente corrliale. Others have been somewhat 
more honest but equally deluded. These are the men with the stolid realism 
of a Sancho Panza who suddenly decide to take flights into the majestic 
kingdom of Micomicoma. Then there are the men like Quixote, Marx, and 
Wendell Phillips. 

In the second form of political possession the elements of messiai7ism 
and millennicrlism are dominant. The lcgions of messiahs are cqualled only 
by the legions who do not want to be saved. One remembers in this con- 
nection the studies made on the "three Christs" of Ypsilanti when each 
posed his messianic claims to the others. (A. "God has revealed to me that 
we are to play football today." B: "No I have not!") There are also the 
superb scenes from The BI~OIJIEI-S K~ilnitznzov and the figure of the Grand 
Inquisitor. As ma~lipulators of "miracle, mysticism, and authority," as 
mythmakers, these ~nessiahs are unrivalled. 

What magnetism there is in thc Seventh Day when all sufferiilg will be 
ended. There is the patllos of the Sioux Ghost Dance. There are the "cargo 
cults" of New Guinea which are currently expecting a savior named LBJ. 
There is the megalonlania of one Jan Bockelson crowned "King of the 
World" and the Anabaptist movement which is an intellectual antecedent 
of Marxism. 

Bockelson was only one of many messianic figures stcrnming out of the 
Joachites and the Anabaptists. Living in the sixteenth century, he  possessed 
a certain amount of charisma, enough to sustain his followi~lg through a 
year's siege. God revealed to him an entire constitutional code, modelled 
on Mosaic Law. Likc Mohammed and other prophets his morality did not 
estop him to have a revelation on polygamy at his coilvenience. Artisans 
were forced to labor for the state. Thcre was theoretically a community of 
goods. Terror enforced thc will of the dictator of the New Jerusalem. 
Bockelson promised his people that God would rather turn the cobblestones 
to bread than see his people starve. The final scencs were like Holbein's 
Totentanz. 

Other messiahs have made lesser political pretensions than thosc of 
Bockelson. England has been blessed with several colorful figures although 
the Spiritus Mundi has been singularly niggardly in appropriating n~essialis 
to this area. Some have probably been disguised as visionary poets, say 
William Blake, others as unsuccessful pretenders, say Simnel and Warbeck. 
Richard Brothers and John Nichols Tom have to  be rescued from the pre- 
eminence of obscurity to illustrate this point. 

Brothers, stylcd "King of the Hebrews," claimed that the French Revolu- 
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tion had the direct support of God. He  was active also in the British Is- 
raelite movcment and planned his own New Jerusalem. He  claimed to have 
saved England from destruction twice, and for this his followers were grate- 
ful. Brothers, however, had the temcrity to prophesy the end of the world in 
the all too proximate future of 322 days, 6 hours, 40 minutes, and 23% 
seconds after the beginning of 1785. All of the prcdicting was relatively 
harmless until he demanded George III's abdication in his favor. George, 
not given to abdicating, his own lucidity being sometimes open to qucstion, 
ordered Brothers to be tried under an Elizabethan act which prohibited 
false and seditious p r o p h e ~ i c s . ~ ~  

A contemporary product of English industrial society was John Nichols 
Tom, "The Pcasants' Savior," "King of Jerusalem and of the Gypsies." 
Dressed in outlandish Oriental regalia, Tom led the Kentish peasants in a 
little Bnuernkrieg. When the redcoats fired at the peasants, there was no 
"rude bridge" in the rustic picture. Eight lay dead. The invulnerable masier 
could not be raised, recalling sccncs from the lives of Tecumseh's brother, 
"The Shawnee Prophet," and the leader of the Southern slave rcbellion, 
Gullah Jack. 

In his earlier career Tom had stood as a Tory candidate for Canterbury 
under the pseudonym, Sir William P. H.  Courtenay, Knight of Malta. His 
platform was more radica1 than that of his party. Coming near the time of 
the reform agitation he dcmanded that the government 

annihilate for  ever tithes, taxation on all the shopkeepers and productive classes; 
also upon knowledge; the p~imogeniture law, chartered and corporate bodies, 
slavery, sinecures, and placemen, beginning from the very throne to t he  meanest 
situation under government.3i 

Calculated to appeal to the enthusiasm of the nonvoting lower class, thc 
address won at least twenty per cent of the vote. (Kansas' Dr. Brinkley did 
far better than that, polling twenty thousand write-ins in Oklahonla where 
he was not running. His program was a goat-gland rejuvenation opcration.) 

In France, Enfantin, the disciple of Saint-Simon, also suffered from the 
messianic syndrome. His problem, however, was that it had been revealed 
to him that he was only half a messiah and must await the arrival of his 
female counterpart, presumably from Plato's "Symposium." Meanwhile 
his socialist followers, accoutred as fugitives from Baroness Orzcy's Scarlet 
Pimpernel, besieged Paris in red, white, and violet. After getting somewhat 
tired of seeking the tardy woman, Enfantin unilaterally proclaimed himself 
as the Son of God. He  tried to talk Mexico into a canal scheme and urged 
the Suez project on Egypt. Since messianism invariably has its occupa- 
tional hazards, he did a short jail term and then settled down to a comfort- 
ably bourgeois existence as a director on the Paris-Lyon R a i l ~ a y . ~ :  

Enfantin's mentor, Saint-Simon, combines messianic possession with ec- 
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delusion. The prophet himself told Madame de Stael that as he was 
the most remarkable man in the world and she the most remarkable woman 
they should join forces to produce remarkable offspring. Madame de Stael, 
forced for once into a Victorian position, "was not amused." The social 
rationalism was unobjectionable if Charlemagne had not intruded on the 
scene. Charlemagne visited Saint-Simon in prison and revealed to him that 
he was a great intellectual. Thcn he had another vision that Newton and 
nor the Pope was on the right hand of God. But after all, even Goethe's 
Egmont is driven by demonic forccs and has a visionary experience. Poor 
Saint-Simon, llowever, decided to go at it like a Winnebago war leader and 
put some of his visions into practice. He spent all of his nlolley to Envesti- 
gate poverty at first hand. Hc tried to conl~nit suicide in 1823. 

With Fourier, we deal more gently. Besides prudently calculating the 
end of the world in the future of eighty thousand years, he was obsessed 
with two critical problems: why do boys love dirt, and how does one dis- 
pose of garbage? No wonder Brook Farm was such a fizzle and the Blythe- 
&k Romance was so unroma~ltic in spite of the mysterious Zenobia! No 
wonder Cabet's Icarians were swindled by the Texas land sharks into buy- 
ing a mosquito-infested plot somewhere on the Red River and not too far 
from Dallas! 

Demonic and delusory possession are really quite common in political 
theory. The Socratic urge to have a daimonion or familiar is remarkably 
strong. Both H. S. Chamberlain and Descartes were reportedly pursued 
by invisible demons. Shades of the MMPI! The spirits of the "invisible 
world" proliferated in Puritan New England into the hysteria of the witch 
trials. After accusing all social outcasts and reprobatcs, they finally con- 
victed one Goody Good. A witch named Goody Good has always been an 
anomaly to my mind and certainly illustrates thc extent of social possession. 
Pascal's problem was a fiery vision, and whether or not the fiery furnace 
which opened on him aftcr dinilcr was heartburn, a mctaphor, or a rcality, 
anecdotal evidence at least chroniclcs that the philosopher drew up a chair 
to makc certain that he would not fall in. Of course this does not in the 
least tarnish the sublimity of the Penskes. Would that a few other theorists 
would follow the model of Pascal rather than that of En~pedoclcs. The 
hallucination of a "black and scabby Brazilian" penetrated Spinoza's re- 
treat at Rijnsburg. Luther, who also had a profound influence on political 
tllougl~t, threw an inkwell at something that he thought was a devil. 

Unfortunately the real "lunatic fringe" is rarely passive. It is frequently 
revolutionary in its preachments. There is, for example, the sad delusion of 
Raoul Spifame in the rcign of Henri IT. Poor Raoul resembled the King 
to a certain extent. His friends magnified the resemblance by insisting on 
calling him "Your Majesty." After a while Raoul insisted that he was Henri. 
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For his cflorts he was incarcerated in Bicetre where hc wrote his pleasant 
little book of royal orders, thc Dicaerchiae Heilrici. Among the orders are 
several proclaiming the release of one Raoul Spifame from the asylum. 
He also abolishes blind alleys, establishes a chamber of agriculture, veterans' 
hospitals, free justice for all, free public education, regulation of medical 
and legal fces, municipal public works for the unemployed. The ravings of 
a madman? (No wonder the Syrians and other people treat their lunatics 
as being divincly posscsscd.) The New Deal and the Great Society b~ l t  all 
in the sixteenth century. The Utopian surrealism descends to a world of 
scientific real i~rn.?~ 

The most innocuo~~s form of possessiotl is that of mere eccentricity. 
Eccentricity, as John Stuart Mill writes in "On Liberty," is the backbone of 
the English nation. The "ornamental hermits" who received salaries as gar- 
den fixtures are typical. There is Major Peter Labellike, citizen of the 
world, buried hcad downward to criticize human conduct, Therc is the 
Dowager Duchess of Desn~ond who climbccl an apple tree at the ripe age of 
91. There is Lord Gcorge Gordon with his agitation in Parliament 011 the 
Catholic question. There is Squire Watterson who bit his guests in the 
ankle as they walked in thc door. Napoleon himself and Stavrogin in Dos- 
toievsky's novel were satisfied with biting the ear. The good Squire also 
established a sanctuary for buzzards and crows on the grounds that they 
were being discri~ni~lated against. There is also the Anti-Noise League and 
A.T.E.N. in which society matrons dressed in Roman togas and labclled 
"Proton" and "Electron" dance to the  nus sic of the s p l ~ e r e s . ~ ~  

Wcll within this eccentric tradition are the British utilitarians, In order to 
extend human felicity after death Bentham determined to have his body 
mummified and placed on display in London. In this manner his body 
would be of some use after death. There has been some recent ado over the 
utility of changing the corpsc's clothes. Granted if Bcntharn wanted to play 
Charlemagnc, that is harmless enough, but such overextension has always 
more or less wrccked me on the utilitarians. Another member of this per- 
suasion, John Fransham, played with a bilbo in order to catch the ball on 
the nail 666,666 times consecutively. Thereby he hoped to experience first 
hand "the greatest happiness of the greatest number." 

Somewhat more dangerous is the form of politicaI possession which has 
contributed most to American politics, what Richard Hofstadter has des- 
ignated as thc "Paranoid Style.7'Js Hysterical outbreaks result from t l~e  fear 
of a worldwide conspiracy, Jewish, Catholic, Masonic, or communistic. It 
is interesting to note that the "world capitalist conspiracy" and the Eiilkreis- 
uizg complex produce similar effects in the Soviet Union. There is really 
little difference bctween Hitler's forgery of "The Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion" and the "Knights of Columbus Oath." 
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The problem with the "Paranoid Style" is that Hofstadter makes it only 
a reactionary phenon~enon. Paranoism occurs in the "persecution con~plex" 
and delusions of grandeur of various minority groups. The tl~eory also does 
not allow for any real conspiracies. 

111 all of these forms of political possession the mythmaking element is 
strong. The "paranoid style" conjures up unsecn evils. The messianic-mil- 
lennial type offers myths of escape or freedom. The roguislz possessio~l 

cntertainment. The delusory or demonic form assumes all sorts 
of fantastically irrationa1 and imaginative shapes, sometimcs Utopian, somc- 
times satiric, someti~lles antisocial or iconoclastic. The manipulations of 
these myths provide a source for political power. 



CHAPTER IV 

MARXISM: HISTORICISM AND SCIENTISM 

Karl Marx combines a pseudo-scientific approach to politics with the 
nladness of the "lunatic fringe." His most profound influence on modern 
social science is the iclen that consciousness is conditioned by an environ- 
ment understandable in terms of universal "laws," Because Marxism in- 
corporates a fanatic religious belief, it is not susceptible to purely rational 
analysis."" 

Several general factors illustrate the problen~s posed by Marxist histori- 
cism and scientism. First, there is the power of ideology itself in a system 
which rclegates all ideology to the "superstructure." Second, there is Marx's 
fundamental unoriginality. Many economists and political theorists antici- 
pate Marxist ideas. Calhoun and Fitzhugh both recognize the dangers of 
an industrial society. Of course, rather than preaching a gospel of revolu- 
tion they retreat into the mirror image of feudalism. Third, Marx's social 
protest is one of moraI indignation, at once "petit bourgeois" and "Utopian" 
in a "scientific" system which ostensibly claims to have no room for moral 
protest or value judgments. Marx could not liberate himself from his in- 
heritcd values. There is more than a trace of the German Herrenvolk con- 
cept in his contempt for the Slavs. Why should we expect lesser thinkers to 
do better at value-freedom? Fourth, Marx suffers from the common intel- 
lectual error of attempting to over-generalize from a specific situation. Marx 
piIed tons of European ccono~llic statistics into Capital, presunlably to 
make it sufficiently dull for the censors. (In Russia it did exactly that al- 
though once censorship had been so rigid that Catherine the Great burned 
her own avant-garde book, T h e  Instr~tctor.) Just as Freud converts the 
nightmares of nineteenth century Vienna into a universal, Marx trans- 
forms Europe of the 1800's into an ideal system. Tocqueville does the same 
thing for "democracy" in America. Marx's system therefore does explain 
some of the evils of industrialism prior to 1929 but afterwards has little 
predictive value. Finally, Marx mistakes the effects of industrialism for the 
effects of capitalism. Nowhere is this more clearly evidenced than the ef- 
fect of the imperatives of industrial society upon the modern Soviet Union 
-the demands of budget allocation, heavy industry, material procure- 

(34) 
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incentives for production, and welfarc benefits, which have bcen to 
some extent rationalized in Westcrn statcs. Russia has dcvelopcd a statc 
capitalism, a bureaucracy, and a "new class" with instruments of control 
more pervasive than any envisioned by Marx. The Communists, of course, 
deny this line of analysis which sees the convergence of systems. It is a 
capitalism based upon the use and administration of the nationalized prop- 
erty. There are the dachas at Sochi, the regressive taxes, the liberal regula- 
tions regarding inheritance. The purges, which once promoted mobility, 
have now ceased and the system has begun to stratify. (Who knows but that 
this new capitalism is to be overthrown by a socialist revolution as terrible 
and violent as it is delayed? That would indeed be a great historical irony.) 

Engels wrote in his "Introduction" to The Civil War itz Frarzce: "(1)n 
both cases the irony of history -willed - as is usual when doctrinaires 
come to the helm - that both did the opposite of what the doctrines of 
their schools pres~ribed."'~ 

Marx himself wrote: "(A)ftcr every revolution marking a progressive 
pliase in the class struggle, the purely repressive character of the state power 
stands out in bolder and bolder relief."'l 

There were also the almost Gumaean visions of Trotsky and Lunacharsky 
regarding the great betrayal of the principles of thc Revolution. 

Marxism, of course, has bcen used as a facade for the Leninist Revolu- 
tion of 1917. The inversion of Marxian ideas resulted in something which 
looked very nluch like Hegelian etatism, the "Leviathan" back on its feet. 
These are the dangers of engineering society with a theory that is erroneous 
to begin with. This is the remarkable process by which a "science" trans- 
forms itself into an ersatz-religion - an intellectual opiate. Here is the res- 
toration of the primeval equation between politics, religion, and science. 
To the credit of Marxist prevision, Marx saw near the end of his life that 
the Russians were bent on wrccking his system. He wrote to Kugelmann: 
"It is an irony of fate . . . that the Russians whom I have fought for 
twenty-five years . . . have always been my patrons . . . they always run 
after the most extreme ideas the West has to offer."'Then Marx uttcred 
a cry of anguish to which only Poe could do justice: "I am not a Marxist!" 

After all, the socialist revolution must occur in thc highly industrializcd 
regions of Germany where there at least was a proletariat. Indeed it was 
the sine qua non of the Revolution to have decadent capitalists before they 
could bc overthrown. Russia before and China after were both essentially 
agrarian. Marx admonished: "She will not succeed without first having 
transformed a good part of her peasants into  proletarian^."'^ 

Only in the Critique of the Gotha Program did Marx discuss the post- 
revolutionary period of transition to communism, the era of the "revolu- 
tionary dictatorship of the proletariat." This glacial silence increases the 
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difficulty of anaIyziilg the reIation of Marxist theory to Soviet practice, 
Engels, however, told his readers: "Look at the Paris Conlmune. That was 
the dictatorship of the prolctariat." Marx added: "The direct antithesis of 
the Empire was thc Commune."" The stark realities of analytic thought can 
only lead to the conclusion that the Empire rcsenlblcs contcrnporary Soviet 
totalitarianism more than the Commune. 

Marx characterized the Eighteentlz BrumnirAe of Louis Napolcon by 
these features, the idtes rznpoleoniennes: Thc preponderance of the army, 
"plundering and revolutionizing the world," the "cult of the individual," 
the rule of pricsts, and an enormous bureaucracy with an artificial caste 
system- "The centralization of the state that modern society requires 
arises only 011 thc ruins of the military bureaucratic government machinery 
which was forged in opposition to feudalism."'" 

The bureaucracy, that "appalling parasitic body which enmeshes French 
society," has reappeared in the U.S.S.R. As Fainsod writes in HOW Rtlssin 
Is Ruled: "One of thc salient outgrowths of modern totalitarianism is the 
bureaucratization of its power structure . . . bureaucracies everywhere 
generate their own special  interest^."'^ 

Because of the proliferation of welfare programs and econon~ic controls 
and planning a bureaucracy is the necessary precondition of socialism. A 
bureaucracy in turn presupposes a body of experts, officials, and civil ser- 
vants. This type of elite government is incompatible with democracy. Demo- 
cratic socialism is as rnuch a contradiction in terms as is Christian socialism. 

In "Socialism Utopian and Scicntific" Engels projects the eventual with- 
ering away of the state, thc bureaucratic apparatus, and class distinctions. 
According to his line of reasoning, since the state is, like the family, the 
instrument of class exploitation it is incompatible with a rationally ordered 
society. In spite of the liquidation of the czarist aristocracy, the kulaks, 
and other class enemies together with all of Stalin's protestations to the 
contrary, coulltervailing tendencies have reestablished an elite in power. 

Political theory is, as Lenin and f l e  latter-day Faustians rccognizc, very 
grey indeed when contrasted with the grecn realities of political practice. 
Lenin's ideal, typified by the Commune with its abolition of the army, the 
paymcnt of workers' wages to all officials, the filling of administrative and 
judicial posts on thc basis of universal suffrage, forcshadows the practices 
the Bolsheviks adopted at thc outset of the Rcvolution. But the rallying cry 
was "Brcad, Land, Peace - A11 Potver to thc Sovicts!" Lcnin did follow 
Marx7s specific advice in at least one instance by seizing the Bank - "The 
Bank in tlle hands of the Comn~une - this would have been worth more 
than ten thousand l~ostages."~ The expropriators were duly expropriated 
and the means of production became state owned. There was naturally some 
bitterness on the part of the "Worker's Opposition" in the 1920's. 
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n e  consolidation of power saw t11c reemergence of a powerful military 
establishment which in turn insisted upon priority for heavy industry. The 
Red Army has a well-do~umentcd role as a trouble spot in the Soviet sys- 
tem: Trotsky, Tukachevsky, Zhukov. Even carlier there was the "Kornilov 
Affair." The army always stands as a potential threat to the Party. 

TJle "shan~elessly simple" domination of "sword and cowl" in the Empire 
intensifies in the secularism of the Soviet experience. The "Red Prophet," 
the hagiolatry, the "charter myth," and the early fanatical nlessianisnl bear 

with religious traditionalism. It is a strange process indccd by 
which the ikons of Our Lady of Kazan and St. Vladimir are exchanged in 
the great street processions for photographs of Marx and Vladilnir Ilytch. 
AS Sore1 argues, every Inovelnent aimed at capturing the masses must 
possess a mythology. The Stalinist "cult of the individual" arose in contra- 
diction to the Marxist dicta on personality and history. The "League of 
Militant Atheists" attacked and disestablished the churel~es. The Party re- 
placed the Church as the guardian of ortllodoxy. The Orthodox Church 
was itself utilized to the ends of the Soviet regime and forced into an uneasy 
nlodus ~~ivetzcli. StaIin sought traditional sources of legitimation and ration- 
alization for his absolute power. This was the phenon~enon which Marx 
called "resurrected Romanity" and with a vengeance. For was not Moscow 
the "third Rome"? 

Further parallels exist between the situation in France and the Bolshevik 
experience. There is the failure of the Lamartine government to cope with 
the recurrent econon~ic crises precipitated by the decadent systcm of 
bourse and banque: "E?trichessez vous!" and "Emgent  rz'a pas ut7 mat- 
tre." Marx maintains in the C1as.s Struggles iiz Frarzce: "Public credit and 
private credit are the economic thermometer by which the intensity of a 
revolution can be measured. The more they fall, the more the fervor and 
generative force of the revolution rise."*s Government paralysis in the face 
of economic crisis always heralds the approach of an authoritarian system. 

The agrarian nature of both France and Russia preceding the rise of the 
dictatorships and the fundamentally apathetic, nonrevolutionary role of 
the peasantry provide other interesting parallels. The inir, which had been 
idealized by the i~arodniki, was in Marx's eyes a possible starting point for 
communisn~. In Notes on the Father-ltnzcl (1577), Marx somewhat modi- 
fied his theory of capitalist development and saw in Russia "the best op- 
portunity that history has ever ofl'ered to a people to escape all the catas- 
trophes of capitalism."'!' As Marx had written in the Civil War in Anzsrica: 
"(T)he two greatest things happening in the world today are the move- 
ment of the serfs in Russia and of the slaves in America . . ." With the 
single hypnotizing slogan "Land!" Lenin catalyzed the latent energy of the 
mozczhik into a rcvoIutionary force. The "dead souls" and "dark people" 
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cnlbarked on the search for a "new lifc." Of course, the "greens" were a 
relatively conservative force bctwccn "reds" and "whites." Fainsod reports: 

The peasantry is the Achilles heel of Soviet Conirnunisnl . . . srno~~ldering re- 
sentment remains . . . the struggle is bitter, they endure what they cannot 
change, but beneath the exterior of fatalistic resignation and apathy, a sim- 
mering discontent remains, persists.6o 

Fainsod's How Russia Is Ruled reveals several additional applications of 
Marxist scicntific politics: mass participation and indoctrination, stabiliza- 
tion of authority through the use of the enemy symbol, purges and institu- 
tionalized terror and insecurity as a system of power. One spccific element 
of Marxist orthodoxy is at variance with Leninist ideas, nationality policy. 

Marx recaptures the element of mass mobilization, the channeling of 
man's search for meaning into chauvinism, in his description of the Mobile 
Guards: 

The provisional government paid them . . . it gave thcm their own uniform, i.e., 
it made them outwardly distinct from the blouse-wearing workers. In part it has 
assigned thcm officers from the stantling army . . . whose roclon~ontades about 
death for  the fatherland and devotion to  the republic captivated thcn1.51 

The Cyclops-like gens sans aveu et sans feu (snns culottes, lmzarorzi) 
provide another social base for the rise of totalitarian power. The element 
of mass participation becomes institutionalized in the Party, thc Komsomol, 
"Little Octobrists," "Pioneers," and other organizations. 

Both Arendt and Brzezinski stress terror and purges as a major aspect of 
totalitarian power. Fainsod writes that in the light of the NKVD, MVD, and 
OGPU, "even the Jacobin terror takes on the character of a spontaneous 
and chaotic Jacq~erie."~%overnment by camarilla and power consolidation 
with the elimination of all actual or potential competitors characterizes 
this system of institutionalized violence. The series of Stalinist purges bad 
an extreme catllartic effcct, and the Yezlzovslzcl~ina did permit the "circula- 
tion of the elite" and "increased social mobility." Lasalle wrote to Marx in 
1552: "(A) Party becomes strongcr by purging itself." Marx's own theory 
is quite explicit in  this area. Thcrc are two relevant elements: "Society is 
saved just as often as the circles of its rulers contract, as a nlorc exclusive 
interest is ~~laintaincd against a wider ~ n c . " ~ T u r t h e r  in the Class Struggles 
ira Frcrrzce, Marx emphasizes the process by which ~lloderates are "com- 
pelled to group thenlselves around the banner of the most extreme Pa~ty.";~ 
This process describes the alignments rcsuIting from the Trotskyite scllisn~ 
with especial reference to the positions of Kamencv-Zinoviev and later of 
the Bukharin-Tomsky-Rykov axis. Pre-Bolshevik political configurations 
also exemplify this centrifugal force. 

Marx's own statements on the subject of violence, critical of the "bloody 
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atrocitiesw of thc bourgcoisic against the Commune, again compare unfavor- 
ably with Soviet practice. Time and again the Marxist effort to exercise 
power to legislate history has resulted in the betrayal of Marxist principles. 
The U.S.S.R. "under Western eyes" looks much like the Empire, either of 
Napoleon or of the Czars. Although the content of political power may 

differ, the forms of political power are constant. Marxism is so 
an ideological factor in a materialistic world that it refutes itself. 

I have tried to demonstrate in this brief comparison between the French 
and the Soviet experiences with power the way in which a self-professed 

of politics destroys its vaunted objectivity. It reduces itself to a prac- 
tical and terrifying absurdity. It destroys the human element in politics and 
recreates the alienation which Marx dreaded. Rousseau and Plato are not 
much better off as guides in this respect. The attitude is equally that of 
Nathaniel Ward's "Simple Cobbler": "He that is willing to tolerate any 
Religion, or discrepant way of Religion, besides his own, unless it be in 
matters merely indifferent, either doubts of his own, or is not sincere in 
it,"55 The scientific form of political possession requires either coldness or 
hotness. It will not tolerate the lukewarm. 

Lest it be argued, however, that Marx is not a good guide to the Soviet 
experience solely because his disciples have betrayed him, let me make a 
few remarks on the general validity of Marxism from a theoretical stand- 
point. The table following will summarize the argument. 

THEORY OF HISTORY 

Vagueness of the end result; dialecti- Spiritual and intellectual forces in 
cat materialism; economic determinism; history; why exempt communism from 
class struggle; the superstructure the dialectical process; legislating his- 

tory; Engels and Marx changed their 
minds and admitted that there was an 
interaction, but not Soviet dogma 

Classless society and the withering Stalin simply contradicted; state 
away of the state must grow stronger before it can grow 

weaker; Stalin simply declared U.S.S.R. 
classlcss in the 1930's; the "new class" 

Worker and nation: the proletariat Intcrnationalism, soon yielded to 
"socialism in one country," CP not 
working class since '17; "Worker's con- 
trol"; Stalin's suppression of trade- 
unionism and transmission-belt theory. 

Violent revolution as a means of Marx equivocal, unnecessary in some 
overthrowing the capitalists democracies; Stalin, definiteIy neces- 

sary 
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ECONOMIC THEORY 

Criticism of capitalism: anxiety; ex- Industrial problems; Soviet labor 
ploitation, alienation and dehumaniza- compares with 19th C. EnglanB; re- 
tion formed capitalism; a new dialectic life 

through Wall Street's fear of commun- 
ism 

Ecomomic theory; labor theory of Salariat and service economy; stress 
value; surplus value; increasing im- on production fails to consider distri- 
miserization; increasing cyclic severity; bution; worker's relative lot better; 
rich-richer concentration of capital; cyclic severity to 1929; all trends 
abolition of private property stopped with government regulation 

of the economy; workers cannot own 
means of production; personal proper- 
ty and use distinguished 

A typical problem is economic determinism. There is relatively little to 
be gained by arguing economic versus ideological factors or the merits of 
the dialectic. These ideas are articles of faith placed beyond the pale of 
rational debate. Take the eclipse of the moon at the Battle of Syracuse and 
ask: was this an economic factor, and how could the effect of Nicias' 
superstitions be determined? The Marxist will retort with Athenian im- 
perialism. Take the Crusades and the fervent preaching of Peter the Her- 
mit, mere examples of Italy's desire to capture the trade routes in the Near 
East. Take the Napoleonic period with its dominant great man, and you 
hear about the protection of the French sugar beet industry or silkworms 
or some such nonsense. Why did the "class struggle" fail in America and the 
"international proletarian revolution" in Europe? Surely not consensus, 
racialism, or nationalism, but the treachery of the trade unionists bribed by 
the corporate magnates. 

Economic factors are important in history and politics, but they are 
decidedly not the only factors. Marx and Engels recognized this but found 
it inconvenient to give their disciples a new dispensation. 

I have less quarrel with the dialectic process, have been known to con- 
cede it arguendo, and even agree with it. The water-fire-steam mechanism 
is a useful analytical device for certain events. I do not understand, how- 
ever, how Marx planned to stop a hitherto inevitable process right at com- 
munism. Rather communism seems destined to generate the "seeds of its 
own destruction" or "dig its own grave." 

Marx is, of course, preeminently an economic theorist. He himself ad- 
mitted that his "labor theory of value'' was naive. There are some very 
laborious pieces of modern art which are not worth the time put into 
them. Others definitely are because there was not much time. There are 
antiques which are valuable solely because of their age. There is water in 
the desert. There is "marginal utility." Marxys economic predictions regard- 
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ing "secular immiserization," "increasing cyclic severity," and the "concen- 
tration of capital" simply do not hold after 1929 -no matter how much 
tampering is done with the statistics. 

What has been done in this indictment of Marxism can be done to al- 
most any other theorist with devastating effect. Apply his own system to 
him. The argument to this point has also illustrated that the analysis of po- 
litical power is easiest in times of crisis, revolution, or when power is es- 
sentially "naked." It is easy to criticize the enemies of political theory in 
this fashion. Far more difficult is the next task of constructing some kind of 
viable positive alternative to  Marxist scientism, the "lunatic fringe," and 
behaviorism, which also does not succumb to the venial heresy of the 
complete biologization of politics. 



CHAPTER V 

CO-ORGANISM 

W. Y. Elliott in The Pragmatic Revolt in Politics examines the state as a 
moral, purposive organism, as CO-ORGANIC. This theory combines 
the elements of MYTH, POWER, and VALUES and considers the inter- 
action of moral and power components in structuring the state. It presents a 
viable alternative to behavioral positivism and Marxist historicism. This 
chapter stresses the biological or organismic features in the state. 

There is little opposition to the examination of "rats, lice, and history," 
the influence of disease upon the prevailing political structure, as during 
the Peloponnesian Wars or the Black Death. Plato in his Laws (709a) 
writes of the innovatory powers of disease. There is also relatively little 
objection to using the biological metaphor as a teaching device. This tradi- 
tion extends back at least to Platonic and Aristotelean political science. 
Ruth Benedict, however, minimizes the biological basis of cultural be- 
havior per se: 

Biology does not deny chemistry though chemistry is inadequate to explain 
biological phenomena. Nor is biology obliged to work according to chemical 
formulae because it recognizes that the laws of chemistry underlie the facts it 
analyzes. Similarly politics cannot be explained in purely biological terms.56 

PoliticaI science : biology : : chemistry : biology. Politics is partially if 
not purely biological. On the deepest level of what Ashley Montagu has 
termed man's "bio-social" nature, there is little doubt that society and the 
state manifest biological analogies. Why these analogies can be drawn is 
the key cons idera t i~n .~~ 

Every biological advance has produced parallel hypotheses of this type 
in political science. Social Darwinism, "Social Statics," Kropotkin's "n~utual 
aid," Trotter's "herd instinct," and A. Lawrence Lowell's "physiology of 
politics" are typical of the biological influence. Even earlier there is James 
Harrington's L'political anatomy." The scholars who propagate these ideas 
seem to be more than simply  imitator^.^^ 

Concepts such as difusiorz, osmosis, divergence, and progress to prevent 
change appear to be peculiarly constant across biology and politics. This 
superficial parallelism results in a monistic view of social and natural sci- 
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ences and the effort to integrate these diverse disciplines into some kind of 
unified field. With the discoveries of RNA and DNA doubtIessly this effort 
will become even more complex. There has been little sympathy for inte- 
gration from the "scientific" side. At least one physicist, Henry Margenau, 
however, writes: "What must be shown [is] that both the determining traits 
of our culture and . . . modern science spring from similar ~auses."~" 

The state's organic features may be explained in a number of ways, each 
marked by a "happy Hegelianism," each variously related to man qua "po- 
litical animal": reification, imitation in origin, post-organism, or proto- 
organism. 

Reijication theory has probably been the most common type. It  is the 
simple insistence that the group or society is a real organic thing and there  
fore obeys organic laws. The social system does sometimes react according 
to these laws, but at other times it does not, presumably because of ethical, 
mythic, or historical factors. Another possibility is the imitation which oc- 
curs in primitive theriomorphic myths in which tribal status is related to 
parts of the totemic animal. Some of the survivals or organism in our cuI- 
tural structures may stem from this condition. 

Karl Deutsch writes: 

Power over nature and power over men have hardly ever been exercized in isola- 
tion of each other. Nature cannot be effectively controlled by isolated individuals. 
Man can more effectively be coerced by those who have command over some 
processes of nature.00 

Again we meet the shaman-politician-myth-manipulator-scientist, the Sor- 
cerer of Trois FrGres or the Spiro Mound. H e  emphasizes natural portents 
and various forms of the dream-experience as well as magic until the bio- 
logical analogy becomes a practical and political reality. During prehistoric 
times natural power and political decision-making are necessarily close to- 
gether. The state develops along lines imposed by natural patterns, irriga- 
tion, animal migration, cosmology. Modern governments retain the form of 
these structures and replace the primitive fear-fetish and the storm god with 
scientists and bombs, possibly remnants of a collective unconscious. 

If the organic state is a reality in ancient times to a greater extent than at 
present, then organic survivals may represent a post-organic phase. Al- 
though some degeneration may have occurred from medieval corporate 
forms, it seems doubtful that modern totalitarianism is any less organic than 
ancient absolutism. How after all could the Abbe Raynal be right in 1772 
and Condorcet in 1776? Either America was in a Rousseauesque "state of 
nature" with perfection, innocence, and purity of organism, or there was no 
need for the Revolution. 

It can in fact be argued that the movement is toward a greater organic 
potential or that the phase is proto-organic. If so, the state is still in the con- 
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dition of a primal ooze just beginning to specialize in function. This could 
be argued as far as British political institutions are concerned in which there 
is first a differentiation of forms, Magnum Concilium, curia regis, Parlia- 
ment, Prime Minister, and then a reconcentration of power in the national 
government. 

A key problem naturally regards the maximalization of freedom in re- 
spect to organism - does it come in liberation from the organic condition 
or is freedom the product of complete assimilation in an organic entity? 
This problem is in turn complicated by the cession of economic "rights" for 
political "rights" and the argument that really meaningful political freedom 
is predicated upon economic and social security. Freedom in the nineteenth 
century Iiberal sense has certainly declined for the individual in the twentieth 
century. It  is possible that the organic totality possesses the greatest poten- 
tial for both freedom and slavery. For causes imperfectly understood beyond 
the generalities of Lord Acton's apothegm, concentrated power corrupts. 
(Power itself may still be value-neutral.) The state which is farthest re- 
moved from organic conditions and permits creative individuality and social 
experimentation has difficulty in surviving external power challenges. Rigid 
maintenance of an orthodoxy maximizes authority. 

Many traditionalists have been embittered against applying organicism to 
society. They object on the grounds of the "pathetic fallacy," determinism, 
and the negation of voluntarism. I t  is indeed odd to see the traditionalists 
rejecting one of the best established traditions in political theory. It  is not 
the organic state which destroys freedom, not where there is an articulated 
pluralism and a moral purpose, but the inorganic state. Man dislikes re- 
minders of the social law which restricts the individual freedom to advance 
the freedom of the community. Man dislikes the idea that his alternatives 
for choice and action are in any way limited. Apart from some romantic 
fugitive from Chillon, a few czarist peasants, a few Southern slaves, and 
some psychological cases, man enjoys the sensation of freedom - not nec- 
essarily the insecurities and responsibilities, however. 

Gumplowicz wrongly insists: 

Social science can never 'obtain a basis as real as that of natural science' until 
the fantastic view that 'society' is an 'organism' has been thrown overboard and 
all biological analogies have been cleared away.61 

Mackenzie raises the problem of individual conscience and its inde- 
pendence: 

Now it is in general very easy and very useless to work out analogies. . . . The 
point at which the analogy is in particular seen to fail is in considering the inde- 
pendence of the individual consciousness.~~ 

Tarde and Huxley insist that the organic theory leads to despotism and 
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paternalism. Even more galling than the direct criticism is that of the social 
scientist who first attacks biopolitics and then fails to liberate his own 
work from the analogy. 

The weight of classical political thought lies on the other side of the scale. 
The antecedents of the organic part of the co-organic theory can be compli- 
cated by citations from any number of minor philosophers, canonists, and 
even fascists. Coker's monograph presents a fine summary of the historical 
scholarship on this subject.G3 

Diagrammatically the phases appear like this: 
I. Primitive Animism and Animatism 

11. Ancient Medicine; Classification; Natural Law 
:EL Gorporationist Theory; Leviathan 
IV. Scientific Politics: Hegel, Comte, Darwin. 
Before reviewing these stages, we should comment just briefly on the gen- 

eral purposes of political theory. Political theory is humani.stic because i t  
deals with human relations; moral because it considers ethics, norms, and 
values; organic because it is functionalist, and the state is purposive and 
org;ii.iismic. Political science in the narrow sense is a biology of power. In a 
larger sinse it includes spiritual, mythic, and intellectual factors. As Wil- 
Ertm T, Bl~lhm has aptly pointed out in Theories o f  the Political System, we 
z aY. %%x ?4oliSre's prosodist; we are all political theorists! (Bluhm uses 

-'in i n ~ c r e d ~ g  comparative technique to examine ancient and modern meth- 
oclolo~~* m politics.) There is a great deal of plain "common sense" or "po- 
li~i~c?i prudence" in political theory. 

An almost animal faith in the biological analogy is part of the entailed 
inheritance of political thought. In the first stage of theoretical evolution 
the analogy between political and natural power is an absolute. Especially 
important are the vegetation cults associated with sovereignty and the anal- 
ogy of the growth cycle and society. This analogy has never been completely 
abandoned. Indeed SpengIer leaves a veritable petrified forest. Spengler's 
vegetable rigor mortis is also related to another persistent biological form in 
politics, the medical analogy. 

The certitude with which our patent medicine social scientists insist upon 
the sickness of society and the "American psychosis" is indeed remarkable; 
hypochondriacy seems more appropriate. Preying upon this tendency they 
peddle their panaceas and shove into the closet records of successful opera- 
tions with dead patients. Poor Nemorino! There is W. G. Sumner's folk 
medicine. There is Marx with his certain cure for "Marx's Syndrome," 
mainly a potion of sulphur and molasses j. la Nickleby. There are systoles 
and diastoles of time. There are melancholy anatomists, even hydropaths 
who insist upon the curative power of the sea. Doubtlessly we will see in 
the future fluoridationists and activated ergosterolites. 
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In more serious terms William Foxwell Albright in From tlze Stone Age 
to Christianity has discussed the organismic quality of history: 

Turning from mathematico-physical to biological principles of significance to the 
historian, we are immediately aware of the increasing rigor with which they can 
be employed, since man and society are biologicaIly controlled. We can safely use 
such ideas as organism, life cycle, and species, as long as we remember that so- 
ciety is not really an organism in Durkheim's sense, but merely acts as an or- 
ganism under certain conditions.0' 

In the same sense perhaps, history is not an organism. Human associa- 
tions appear to function in organismic terms but are also moral and pur- 
posive. This also can be true of the historical process. Positivism discovers 
the biological analogy and then stops. Likewise pragmatism moves toward 
an organic conception of society, but the end result is the suppression of 
individual moral responsibility. When the moral and teIeologica1 elements 
are dissociated from the biological, the result is naturally distasteful. 

The earliest evidence of organismic theory comes in various Greek 
thinkers of the fifth century, B.C. Eric Voegelin writes: 

According to Alcmaeon [Alcmaeon of Croton, a Greek physician] what co-nsti- 
tutes health is the balance (isonor,lia) of forces . . . but single rule (mor~..trc?zia) 
among them works disease . . . health is the harmonious (synznzetros) r l~xture of 
the qualities.62 

Anaximander speaks of "justice" as ordering the elements. I;! Heraclitus 
there is the equation Moral Law equals Physical Law equals Hun1311 Law. 
Political precepts are used to teach physics. This proto-behavioristic ap- 
proach in turn engenders a humanistic reaction on the part of some of the 
sophists. It is interesting to see the conflict raised so early between scientific 
and humanistic approaches. Now back at the same spot in the river . . . 

The physiological myth in Plato's "Timaeus" and the admonition, me- 
dio tutissimus ibis, "nothing in excess," become important influences on 
Aristotle. Ernest Barker stresses the Aristotelean medical bias and back- 
ground, the recurring comparisons and the symptomatic and pathological 
treatment of stasis. Aristotle not only diagnoses; he also prescribes practi- 
cal therapy. Of course, Aristotle's methodology contributes a great deal to 
the biological tradition in politics. To study the polis he uses the genetic- 
analytic and comparative approaches, and when these are added to his fun- 
damental pragmatism, he comes out looking rather suspiciously like a Dar- 
winian.== 

The tradition of the "organic analogy" is also present in the Indian coun- 
terpart of Aristotle's Politics, Kautilya's Arthasastra. Here the monarch ap- 
pears as the "brain." Scholastic and neo-PIatonic thought also preserve the 
anthropomorphic parts of the analogy. John of Salisbury was even accused 
of being a bit indelicate. In  Nicholas of Cusa's De Coizcordaiztia Cntlzolica 
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(Ch. 41), the Great Council, which is equated with the emperor's stomach, 
purifies various proposals and then sends them on to a consistory of judges, 
the emperor's liver. One of the problems of the analogy is "getting carried 
away with it." The medieval Gesammtsperson contributes a certain legality 
to the analogy. In Gregorius Tholosanus there is the "social organism," in 
Althusius, the corpus symbioticurn. The idea of the organic unity and the 
"body politic" has a profound influence on Gierke and latter-day German 
theory. Barker comments here in some detail: 

We may consider the biological approach to social and political theory from two 
different points of view. From one point of view we may say that Society and the 
State, whatever they are in themselves, have a biological basis. . . . But there is 
also another point of view, which is very different. From this point of view it may 
be contended, that Society and the State are themselves of the nature of biologi- 
cal structures, or organisms."T 

Barker continues in critically discussing Gierke's own application of 
the analogy: 

But it recurs in the writings of Gierke. . . . It Is a point of view which would make 
both law and political science indebted to biology for the conceptions which they 
use to interpret their material, and the language they employ to express their 
conceptions. 

How far can we accept such a point of view? We may admit that the analogy 
between the physical body and the body politic is one which has been long em- 
ployed. We may also admit that it was natural, and indeed inevitable, that the 
new growth of biological science in the nineteenth century . . . should have re- 
sulted in a vastly extended use of the old analogy. Finally we may admit that 
Gierke was under a particular temptation to press the analogy . . . 

Gierke, like other thinkers who have pressed the organic analogy, has not en- 
tirely escaped this risk [confusion]. It is one thing to predicate of a group that it 
possesses personality. . . . It  is another to predicate of a group that it is an or- 
ganism, and possesses an organic character. This is to say that it is a physical 
existence, and possesses physical attributes. Gierke is really aware of the differ- 
ence between these two things.06 

The artificial man was probably more respectable when it arrived at 
Hobbes than after it left him in the form of the mechanistic Leviathan. 
Sedition was its sickness; civil war, its death, but 'Lhis man-devouring mon- 
ster turned into an artfully devised and cunningly constructed aut~rnaton ."~~ 

At any rate, the forces aligned behind the biological analogy include prim- 
itive witch doctors and medieval corporate lawyers. The development of 
parallels between the "law of nature" and "natural law" also reinforces the 
organic myth of the state. Natural law, incidentally, presents a Janus-like 
posture to political science. It can be used either as a revolutionary force or 
a justification of the status quo. 

During the nineteenth century thc various eIaborations of the Hegelians, 
positivists, and Social Darwinists appear. Coker summarizes the status of 
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the theory: 

Their thesis is that the State is essentially like a natural organism in structure 
and members in origin and development or that it is a higher type of the general 
class of animal existences . . . or that its genesis, nature, and evolution are de- 
termined by the laws of the psychic phase . . . of the highest type of animal or- 
gan ism~.?~  

Coker differentiates psychological and biological tendencies. The former 
leads through a twisted labyrinth of political Freudianism and revision, a 
Bedlam-sort of politics based on frustration, collective insecurity, night- 
mares, and despair. Herbert Marcuse, for instance, in Eros and Civilization 
calls for the transformation of the tlzanatos-instinct into a progressive force 
in civilization. Jung, Fromm, and Adorno have other psychological schemes. 
Jung has even scen the "messianic complex" in the flying saucer craze. 

The minor biopolitical theorists contribute some very interesting insights. 
Coker mentions Ahrens' idea that the state is a "self-determining, free or- 
ganism," Smitthener's thesis that it rests upon man's higher moral capaci- 
ties, Bluntschli's "moral and spiritual organism," FouillC's "contractual or- 
ganism." These are the foundations of the state as CO-ORGANIC. 

Most of these writers owe a debt to Hegel's Iectures on "Reason in His- 
tory." There is a natural process by which spiritual factors interact dialecti- 
cally. Whitman even echoed the Hegelian idea: "There is a moral purpose, 
a visible or invisible intention, certainly underlying all." The biological con- 
cepts apply to both the Volk and history. "Historical development, there- 
fore, is not the harmless and unopposed simple growth of organic life but 
hard, unwilling labor against itself."71 

The theories of Hermann Schneider in The History o f  World Civiliza- 
tion, and of Lamprecht and Herder are genetic relatives. 

The second major source of biopolitics and organismic theory also 
stresses struggle and synthesis. I t  is less purposive and less moral than the 
Hegelian notion unless "survival of the fittest" be considered the desirabIe 
end. Spencer draws a number of parallels "between the growth, differentia- 
tion, and integration of society and of animaI bodies. Although the purposes 
of a social organism are different from those of an animal organism, he 
maintains that there is no difference in their laws of ~rganization."~~ The 
Spencerian concept of a "social organism" and the collective unit comes into 
occasional conflict with the Darwinian concept of individualism. 

Although, as it moves in a psychological direction, sociology is eventually 
alienated from biology, Richard Hofstadter chronicles the profound in- 
fluences of Social Statics and biological thought upon the social theory of 
the latter part of the nineteenth century. Appleton's industriously issued 
Demoor's Evolution and Atropy, Amos' Science of Politics, and a number 
of other biopolitical works. W. G. Sumner elaborated the relationship of 
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stateways to folkways. His disciple A. G. Keller studied selection, trans- 
mission, and adaptation. Franklin H. Giddings examined the concepts of 
differentiation and equilibration. He was later to write that "the attempt to 

a science of society by means of biological analogies has been 
abandoned by all serious investigators of social phen~mena . "~~  There was 
a tremendous reaction to biology in politics which rejected the relation in 
toto rather than exercising a certain degree of selectivity. Natural selection 
was, of course, used to justify racism, capitalism, and imperialism. The pre- 
tense of value neutrality was minimal. The prevailing temperament was 
that of Simon Patten: "I believe that the biologic bias creates erroneous 
notions of social phenomena and stimulates activity along fruitless lines of 
in~estigation."?~ Some impetus was given to the biological study of politics 
by the mutations theory of DeVries - the idea of alternating periods of 
gadual evolution and more violent revolutionary spurts. These concepts 
appealed to the Marxists as did the writings of Lester Ward: "(1)f social laws 
are really analogous to physical laws, there is no reason why social science 
may not receive practical applications such as have been given to physical 
~c ience ."~~ 

The rather hasty abandonment of "scientific politics" by the establish- 
ment and its equally rapid acceptance by the socialists, liberals, and behav- 
iorists is partly accounted for by this new positive, experimental attitude of 
applied reform. It recalls the nomos-physis controversy in Greek political 
theory. 

Rather typically Darwinian is the contribution of Walter Bagehot, PIzysics 
nr~cl Politics, which has a minimum to do with politics and even less with 
physics. Bagehot exemplifies the fervent interest of his contemporaries in 
natural selection and pragmatism. There is the omnipresent suggestion that 
the English Constitution has survived, ergo it is the fittest. Another prag- 
matic principle is that of "unconscious imitations." Hume develops the 
mimetic idea in his essay on national characters. "The human mind," writes 
Hume, "is of a very imitative nature; nor is it possible for any set of men to 
converse often together without acquiring a similitude of manners."7c Tarde 
elevates the idea of imitation to the dignity of a law. 

Bagehot then formulates a series of laws of historical progress based upon 
natural selection. He assumes that the greatest progress occurs in prehis- 
toric times: 

[ I ]  In every particular state of the world, those nations which are the strongest 
prevail over others; and in certain marked peculiarities the strongest tend 
to be best. 

121 Within every particular nation the type or types of character then and there 
most attractive tend to prevail; and the most attractive, though with excep- 
tions, is what we call the best character. 
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[3] Neither of these conceptions is in most historic conditions intensified by ex- 
trinsic forces, but in some conditions, such as those now prevailing in the 
most influential part of the world, both are so inten~ified.~T 

The first of these laws implies a value judgment of political doctrine while 
the second merely is Bagehot's way of saying that we justify that which we 
like. Part of the discussion is an inheritance from Aristotle's analysis of 
man and the state. 

Bagehot also posits a dual tendency in the primitive world toward imita- 
tion and toward persecution. Imitation promotes and persecution retards 
innovation. He also develops the theory of atavism, or reversion to barbar- 
ism. Such reversion occurs during periods of doubt and insecurity, especially 
when the power-value traditions of the community are challenged. A posi- 
tive compensation with the infringement of the rights of others results, 
Izomo ho~nini lupus. 

Brooks Adams' The Laws of Civilizafioiz and Decay is close to this 
tradition. Adams formulates a theory of racial admixture and the infusion 
of barbarian blood as an impetus to progress. Another, somewhat different, 
effort is Reeve's Natural Latvs of Social C o n v ~ ~ l s i o n , ~ ~  Reeve, a Yale engi- 
neer, also published two treatises on energetics, Tlzermodyizamics of Heat 
Engines (1902) and Eizergy (1909). An even more "far-out7' work in the 
field is Morley Roberts' Bio-Politics which will be considered briefly in the 
next chapter. 

More recentIy Adolph A, Bcrle, Jr. has attempted to establish the prin- 
cipIes of "Natural Selection of Political Forces": 

The law of political force - of any kind or order or magnitude-is governed 
in its creation and continuance by natural laws which appear to  be invariable and 
constant. . . . There exists a law of selection of political forces somewhat analo- 
gous to the law of selection of spccies in the world of biology.7" 

Berle continues with a discussion of elements favoring the survival of 
various forces. Universality, for example, favors forces; particularism dis- 
cards. Concentrated power, unmodified by responsibility, also discards. Pre- 
sumably these Ilypothescs are subject to evaluation. A number of additional 
biopolitical concepts will be examined in discussing Toynbee and also in 
structuring an organismic theory. 

Arnold Toynbee contributes to the revision of Darwinian concepts with 
his philosophy of historical challenges-responses. He clearly recognizes 
the danger of overzealously applying analogies from the physical sciences 
to politics, for example, in treating races as elements and miscegenation as 
a chemical reaction. This attempt is enough to drive any political thinker 
to distraction, and if there be any doubt that such analo,' ales occm even 
in the best political writing, permit the citation of W. B. Munro: 
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Hence we have the hydrogen citizen. In his journey through the seven stages of 
man he manages to capture only one electron. His primal instincts have be- 
come modified by some single controlling obsession. Militant reformers in any 
field, are drawn . . . from this category.sO 

And when one strikes a match - the explosion! 
Toynbee instead treats civilizations as biological species, and the historian 

becomes almost a comparative anatomist. He  emphasizes the entire organ- 
ism in his study of genesis, affiliation, and apparentation of civilizations: 

It  is one of the characteristics of civilizations in process of growth that all as- 
pects and activities of their social life are coordinated into a single social whole, 
in which the economic, political, and cultural elements are kept in harmony in a 
nice adjustment with one another by an inner harmony of the growing body 
s0cial.8~ 

Sorokin takes issue with Toynbee on this growth aspect of his theory: 

A biological organism, being a real system, changes biologically as a whole; 
but its total 'civilization,' being congeries, does not change in togetherness, nor 
can the 'total civilization' of many individuals display any uniformity in their 
change.82 

Toynbee considers cancerous growth, mutation, and social radiation. The 
continuing vitality of a civilization depends upon its adaptability. The pur- 
pose of history is never mere fortune-telIing: 

The perpetual turning of a wheel is not a vain repetition, if a t  each revolution, 
it is carrying a vehicle that much nearer its goal, and if 'palingenesis' signifies the 
birth of something new . . . then, the wheeI of Existence is not just a devilish de- 
vice for inflicting an everlasting torment on a damned Ixion.s3 

Whereas Toynbee's approach is both humanistic and organismic, the ap- 
proach of Comtist positivism tends to be inorganic and mechanistic. In some 
respects the difference is anticipated in the contrast between Vico and Ma- 
chiavelli. Machiavelli insists upon a realistic power analysis, Vico's call for a 
"new science of politics" is based upon "poetic wisdom," an intuitive exam- 
ination of the institution and evolutioll of the state. Both see patterns in his- 
tory, as is particularly obvious in Vico's corso and ricor-so. Vico limits the 
"true science" to the political world because, unlike mathematics, it includes 
realities, and unlike physics, the opportunity for universal e ~ p e r i m e n t . ~ ~  

The "social physics" school has an independent tradition of the analysis 
of politics from a mechanistic viewpoint. In the 1820's, Comte postulated a 
"sociology" based upon the assumption that social laws governed social 
phenomena. Comte thought much less of the possibility of a "politicology" 
-even he did not use this term. He said that students of politics lacked 
both prevision and methodological consensus. They still do. Comte was 
inspired by Kant's lecture, "The Idea of Progress as Applied to Humanity," 
which develops the idea of a "universal history": 
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Whatsoever difference there may be in our notions of the freedom of the will 
metaphysically considered, it is evident that the manifestations of the will, viz. 
human actions, are as much under the control of universal law as any other physi- 
cal phenomena.85 

In Comte there is also an echo of Montesquieu, who wrote: 

Laws are the necessary relationship following from the nature of things. . . . Be- 
tween two bodies in movement the relations of mass and velocity determine the 
increase or diminution of movement; through every variation there is uniformity 
and constancy. . . . Similar relations are to be found in human affairs.80 

Comte traces the development of civilization through various stages such 
as fetishism, polytheism, and logical positivism. Logical positivism reduces 
social phenomena to material causes and thereby allows the development of 
a truly scientific analysis of society. 

An extreme latter-day derivative is S. P. C. Haret's Me'canique Sociale 
(1910). Haret writes: 

We are proposing with the material which folIows to reveal a method which per- 
mits . . . the gradual introduction of the rigid . . . rationality which yields such 
promising results in the exact sciences [and apply it to the social sciences].s' 

The analogies developed from physics include d'Alembertys principles, 
the Keplerian laws, virtual velocities, and inertia. Haret is on somewhat safer 
grounds in dealing with the "continuity of social phenomena." He also 
discusses ecology and the influence of climate upon society. Much has been 
done along the latter lines by Ellsworth Huntington who has correlated 
rugged winters with Russian technological progress, substandard diet with 
Chinese stagnation, and heredity with German rnilitari~m.~~ 

In American political science the Newtonian influence is evident in di- 
verse ways from Arthur F. Bentley's The Process of  Goverrznzent, A Study 
of  Social Pressures (1908) to Herbert Simon's Models of Man, Social and 
Rational (1957). The finest discussion of the search for a science of poli- 
tics in America is Bernard Crick's "ill-tempered" (?) little book. Crick 
demonstrates that the scientific argument is an effort to preserve American 
liberali~m.~"here is also a common intellectual background of totalitarian- 
ism and the social science approach. Both groups treat consciousness as 
solely the product of the social structure. Pavlovian behavioristic condition- 
ing is a terrible weapon in the hands of the wrong forces. Dies irae! 

In order to reconstruct the temper of the great debate in American politi- 
cal science, examine just briefly a few of the pronouncements in support 
of ccscientism": 

The government of the United States was constructed upon the Whig theory of 
political dynamics, which was a sort of unconscious copy of the Newtonian theory 
of the universe. . . . Politics is turned into mechanics under his touch.90 
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These are not the ravings of some Bentleyite "group theorist" but the calm 
words of Woodow Wilson - and he is quite probably right. Scientific poli- 
tics lzas done a great deal to legitimize the American tradition and estab- 
lish consensus. The "group theory" technique has especially wonderful pos- 
sibilities. It allows the researcher to treat the Supreme Court of the United 
States as any other group of delinquent boys shooting dice. 

Political thinkers such as Merriam and Rice attempted to arm liberalism 
with a defensive ideology based again on the "free equality of all facts." 
Merriam stated: "(T)he great need of the hour is the devclopment of a 
scientific technique and methodology for political science."" In his Quatz- 
titative Methods, Rice states: 

(N)o one engages in scientific research unequipped with certain assumptions and 
presuppositions of a philosophical character. . . . [vs.] If social science is really 
to become a science, it must separate itself from religious and ethical endeavour 
and from all other efforts to set up values or ends of any sort.92 

Little wonder that traditionalists feel that there is a certain ambiguity on 
the value-freedom, objectivity problem! The real "clincher" as it were 
comes out in works such as James T. Shotwell's Intelligence arzd Politics 
(1921): "In short, we must apply scientific methods to the management of 
society as we have been learning to apply them in the natural world."93 
Management presupposes purpose and purpose presupposes either morality 
or immorality. Behaviorists naturally claim that they do not make state- 
ments of this genre. 

The ambiguities, the contradictions, the liberalism, the hypocrisy, the 
planned society, the value freedom of behavioralism has bred a number of 
reactions - reactions against scientism uniting such diverse figures as 
W. Y. Elliott and Harold Laski, at least according to Crick. 

Humanism of any sort must protest against any atomistic theory of gov- 
ernment artificially perpetrated on mankind by an artscial social physics. 
It strikes me as strange and indeed presumptuous that government which 
is so manifestly a human artifice is even more difficult to comprehend than 
the atom which assuredly is not. Christian Gauss writes: 

In one sense, at least, it is unfortunate that the study of politics shouId so gen- 
erally be called political science. It  can never be a science in the sense that phy- 
sics is a science, based on experimentation and measurement. In every poIitical 
decision there must always remain a certain element of calculated risk.Q* 

The critical reaction includes Carl Friedrich who writes: "Social sciences 
cannot benefit from applying the methods of natural science to them. . . ."95 

Friedrich, of course, has his own "law of anticipated reactions" and is ru- 
mored to be interested in some of the developments in "content analysis." 
Hayek complains of the slavish of the method and language of 
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science." Morris Cohen states the philosophical reasons that social phenom- 
ena are not amenable to behavioral treatment."? Cohen stresses the less fre- 
quent repetition, the less direct observation, and the greater difficulty of iso- 
lating variables. W. Y. Elliott also criticizes the behavioral method~logy.~~ 

These are the voices of protest, a bit Byronic in their way: 

This is the patent age of new inventions 
For killing bodies, and for saving souls, 

All propagatedwith the best  intention^.^^ 

It is relatively simple to hypothesize, even to substantiate the theories statis- 
tically. It  is extremely difficult to obtain meaningful results. An additional 
comment is required on the subject of recent efforts at the organic theory 
and the organismic theory before seeing how the diverse efforts at creating 
a science of politics analyze the power problem. 



CHAPTER VI 

BIOPSY OR BIOPIA: SELECTED HYPOTHESES 
AND STRUCTURES IN THE ORGANISMIC 

THEORY OF POWER 

The parallel with the social sciences, I suggest, is worth considering. All the 
sciences concerned with human beings . . . are, in part, efforts to lower the de- 
gree of empiricism in certain areas; in p a ~ t  they are efforts to  organize and sys- 
tematize empirical procedures, . . . Whether or not in each of these divisions a 
Pasteur has yet arisen is not for me to say. But if he has, his contribution has 
been the introduction of some broad new concepts . . . some working hypo- 
theses. . . . 

James B. Conant100 

This section hardly aims at a pasteurization of politics. The objective is 
to combine a few of the experiential ideas of the organismic portion of the 
co-organic theory into a series of brief postulates. Possibly the result is "the 
politician, his natural habitat, outcries, and protective colorings." The only 
conclusion drawn is that certain political phenomena can be effectively de- 
scribed in biological terms. 

At the outset a caveat should be issued again regarding the danger of 
overextension of the analogy. In 1938, for example, Morley Roberts wrote a 
treatise on "bio-politics," as interesting as it is ignored?O1 Some of Roberts' 
ideas are culled from Dr. Henry Gawen Sutton, others from Sir Arthur 
Keith ("Does Man's Body Resemble a Commonwealth?"). Still others are 
derived from Herbert Spencer although Roberts disagrees with Spencerian 
orthodoxy in maintaining that the social organism is like a low-grade in- 
vertebrate rather than a mammal. He also points to the interesting fact that 
the body is organized in a very undemocratic manner. Plato suspected the 
same. 

Other ideas regarding the herd instinct Roberts took from observing the 
sheep on the prairies of northwest Texas. He speaks of social pathology in 
the form of sarcoma and cancer; social encapsulation in the ghetto; the ab- 
sorption of the Jews in England and anaphylactic shock. Marxism resem- 
bles the "perfectly natural tendency of protoplasmic units of all kinds to 
revolt under circumstances which baulk the instinct of status and nutri- 
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tion."lo2 Moreover, he maintains that "(n)ature's greatest society, man's 
body, was reared on capital."lo3 Finally he tells his readers about the "peace 
league protophase"and the resemblance of Proterospongia Haeckelii to uni- 
cellular ameboid internationalism. Some parts of the analogy are, to say the 
least, farfetched, national myxedema? Other comments, such as the imposi- 
tion of statist terms on biological phenomena, e.g., "the animal kingdom," 
are reasonably well taken. Caveat lector! 

Recognizing then the dangers of the twin monstrosities, the Scylla of 
overextension and the Charybdis of meaninglessness, what ensues is very 
largely an innocuous compendium of biological descriptions of power. 

I. DIVERGENCE: All political systems of analogous or identical 
origins tend to diverge and adapt to environmental change. (Is this a mean- 
ingful statement or merely a truism?) 

11. CONVERGENCE: Political institutions of different origins tend 
to converge when acted upon by similar forces. 

111. SPECIATION AND SPECIALIZATION: Institutions possess 
an evolutionary development. Similarity is greatest when the systems are in 
direct communication. Differentiation occurs upon separation. The standard 
example is Britain-America. 

IV. SELECTION: Political scientists have enumerated a number of 
criteria favoring selection such as "political justice" and the avoidance of 
concentration of power. 

V. HYPERTROPHY: Political power is cumulative and attempts 
to maximize itself. Maximization frequently leads to overconcentration and 
the decline of efficiency. There seems to be a critical mass for any system. 

VI. CATALYSIS AND METABOLISM: Particularly apropos here 
are the genetics and dynamics of personality and the role of "great men" 
in history. They are certainly not pure catalysts in the chemical sense of 
men "who moving others are themselves unmoved." 

VII. LINKAGE: Frequently a power system is completely linked to a 
value system as in the case of prerevolutionary France. The result is often 
the mutual destruction of the systems. 

VIII. VARIANCE: The less variance in a givcn group on an issue the 
better equipped the group will be to exert political pressure. 

IX. DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS: Concentrated power tends to be- 
come diffused from its political form into social and economic forms. 

X. PERMEABILITY; CIRCULATION; MOBILITY: These con- 
cepts are readily applicable to small group dynamics. 

XI. MAXIMIZATION: Groups attempt to maximize any value which 
they possess. The lowest class in the possession of a given value will at- 
tempt to maximize any other value it does possess and convert it into po- 
litical power. Saturation may occur in value possession. 
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XII. CATHARSIS:  Successful power-holders attempt to channel so- 
cial demands against "straw targets" or into constructive uses. 

XIII. DOMINANCE-RECESSIVE: Particularly in dealing with elites 
there are dominant and recessive qualities. These are considered by Mosca, 
Mills, and Pareto. The recessive counter-elite is an important consideration 
although it does not necessarily obtain power after a revolution. 

XIV. ARCHAISMS; SURVIVALS;  ATROPHY:  Political history is 
replete with vestigial structures, possessing the form but not the content of 
power, e.g., the electoral college. 

XV. PROGRESS TO PREVENT CHANGE:  This is related to the 
maxim of Burke: "Reform in order to preserve." At several "critical junc- 
tures" in history the establishment has responded with sufficient vitality to 
stave off social revolution. The effect has been a conservative kind of prog- 
ress to prevent or minimize change. Examples are the Athenian reforms, 
Livius Drusus, the Stolypin Reform, the New Deal, and possibly even the 
"Great Society." Even in the French Constituent AssembIy of 1789 the 
delegates were urged to sanction the Revolution as the only means of re- 
tarding it. 



CHAPTER VII 

MODELS OF POWER 

This section of my study briefly reviews the relation of organic theory 
to the concept of political power. It is a "guilt complex" survey of the avail- 
able literature which fills a definite need but may also be totally unneces- 
sary. Several relevant levels of power definition have already been men- 
tioned: co-organic, organismic, and inorganic. For general purposes, power 
is simpIy "the ability to affect changes within a system." I t  is instructive to 
see the large number of attempts of modern political scientists to define 
power as the key concept of the discipline. The efforts at redefinition extend 
from the natural history of power in DeJouvenel's phrase to decision-mak- 
ing. As David Potter has recently written in Innocence and Power: "The 
number of different definitions of any valuative term in any academic sym- 
posium will increase in direct ratio to the number of participants."lO* Power 
is like that. James G. March writes in terms of the "power of power": 

Power is a major explanatory concept in the study of social choice. It  is used in 
studies of relations among nations, of community decision making, of business 
behavior, and of small-group discussion. Partly because it conveys simultaneously 
overtones of the cynicism of Realpolitik, the glories of classical mechanics, the 
realism of elite socioIogy, and the comforts of anthropocentric theology, power 
provides a prime focus for disputation and exhortation in several social sci- 
ences.105 

March distinguishes three approaches to the study of power which he 
terms experimental, community, and institutional. He also develops six 
categories of social choice as related to the concept of power: 

1. Chance models, in which we assume that choice is a chance event, quite inde- 
pendent of power. 
2. Basic force models, in which we assume that the components of the system 
exert all their power on the system with choice being a direct resultant of those 
powers. 
3. Force activation models, in which we assume that not all the power of every 
component is exerted at all times. 
4. Force-conditioning models, in which we assume that the power of the com- 
ponents is modified as a result of the outcome of past choices. 
5. Force depletion models, in which we assume that the power of the com- 
ponents is modified as a result of the exertion of power on past choices. 
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6 .  Process models, in which we assume that choice is substantially independent 
of power but not a chance event.106 

Kaufman and Jones also recognize the difficulties in delimiting power: 

There is an elusiveness about power that endows it with an almost ghostly qual- 
ity. It  seems to be all around us, yet this is 'sensed' with some sixth sense of 
perception rather than with the ordinary senses. We :knowy what it is, yet we en- 
counter endless difficulties in trying to define it, We can 'tell' whether one person 
or group is more powerful than another, yet we cannot measure power. It is as 
abstract as time, yet as real as a firing squad.107 

At the first level of definition are the mathematical and physical abstrac- 
tions, for example, Lord Russell's POWER : POLITICS : : ENERGY : 
PHYSICS. Robert Strauz-HupB in Power and Commurzity writes: 

(P)olitical change is necessarily attended by the redistribution of power. . . . This 
fact suggests one of the most fundamental axioms about politics, nameIy that 
politics is the study of power. . . . If the history of society can be read in terms 
of power, then social forces must obey principles as knowable and as susceptible 
to mathematical expression as those governing the forces latent in inorganic 
matter.los 

Attempts to quantify power as an inorganic entity have assumed several 
forms in contemporary theory. Goldhammer and Shils postulate that power 
can be measured by the number of successful power attempts divided by 
the total number of attempts made. This yields a pragmatic index of power 
in certain situations. Shapely and Shubik write in terms of the chance of 
being critical to decision-making. Here marginal decisions and indecisive 
participants blur an otherwise useful concept. Jaco equates personal power 
with prestige plus esteem values.log 

Power is always something abstract: "(T)he power was in the streets, 
but it was still formless, anarchic and without clear direction. The fate of 
the Revolution turned on who would rush in to fill the vacuum of leader- 
ship."l1° ES sclzwindelt! 

Even in the more orderly processes of institutionalized democracy there 
is still an aura of primitive mystery: 

It  was invisible, as always. . . . All of this is invisible, for it is the essence of the 
act that as it happens it is a mystery in which millions of people each fit one 
fragment of a total secret together, none of them knowing the shape of the 
whole. 

What results from the fitting together of these secrets is, of course, the most 
awesome transfer of power in the world - the power to marshal and mobilize, the 
power to send men to kill or be killed, the power t o  tax and destroy, the power 
to  create and the responsibility to do so, the power to  guide and the responsi- 
bility to heal.111 

As Robert Dahl asks: 

%%at is 'power?' Most people have an intuitive notion of what it means. But sci- 
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entists have not yet formulated a statement of the concept of power that is rig- 
orous enough to be of use in the systematic study of this important social phe- 
nomenon. Power is here defined in terms of a relationship between people, and 
is expressed in simple symbolic notation. From this definition is developed a 
statement of power comparability, or the relative degree of power held by two 
or more persons.l12 

Dahl's interpersonal behavioral index becomes exceedingly impersonal by 
the time he is through. 

Reaction to the inorganic theory of power assumes several forms. Lass- 
well, for example, categorically rejects the quantification of power. He sub- 
stitutes a functional analysis based on decision-making. In conjunction with 
Kaplan, he writes of decision-making as a policy involving severe depriva- 
tions or sanctions. The question of severity can be argued. Lasswell's theory 
really defines a type of power manifestation rather than power itself.l13 

Capability, capacity, and control are central concepts in the Weber-Par- 
sons schema of power. Lippitt and Polansky state that social power consists 
of four elements: "(1) The potentiality (2) for inducing forces (3) in other 
persons (4) toward changing in a given direction."lli Sjoberg in much the 
same vein writes that "social power [is] the ability to direct other persons 
toward one's own goal - a fundamental element in social organiza t i i~n ."~~~ 
Harbold in his analysis of DeJouvenel's power theory recognizes this initi- 
ating power as the vis politico, the causal factor, in all social relationsl~ips.~'~ 
Kingsley Davis also defines power within an ends-means relation.lT7 Wol- 
man associates ability with power, defining power as "the ability to satisfy 
needs (or to deny such sa t i s fac t i~n) ."~~~ 

Potentiality in the sense of "control of fate" is allied with the decision- 
making process. Horowitz and PerImutter define power as the "partial or 
total control of the fate of other members of the group which would imply 
the capacity to reward or punish them."ll"owenstein develops the same 
concept: "Political power denotes the exercize of the effective social con- 
trol of power holders over power  addressee^,'"^ Control o ffate connotes 
Baconian expertise or knowledge as power in a Millite sense. 

Ernest Johnson furnishes another example of the capacity-ability type 
of definition: 

Power . . . [is] the ability to exercize a significant measure of control in human 
relationships. . . . Everything which is capable of a dynamic organization of hu- 
man impulses is potentially destructive in the same measure that it is potentially 
beneficent.121 

The last part of the definition is an old Socratic idea adapted to modern 
conditions. 

Kaufman, Duncan, Gross, and Sewell also examine the control aspect 
of power: "Power includes both the institutionally sanctioned and the in- 
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formally exercized ability to control the actions of others and to dispose 
of means to valued ends."l" Here, however, is a basic dichotomy into 
institutional and informal power. Although somewhat theoretical for our 
purposes, the functional aspects of this definition are significant. Function 
is a characteristic of any organic system. Like the French paradox, every- 
thing has a function (telos?) even if it is only to prove that this statement is 
false. Brecht postulates a functional division into "pi-powers" and "P- 
powers": 

Power may designate the constitutional or legal right to give or enforce orders, 
as when the Constitution says: 'The Congress shall have the power' (P-power) 
. . . or  power may mean the actual power (pi-power), the abiIity to get things 
done or to  prevent their being done.123 

Nels F. S. Ferrt  emphasizes the functional-specific nature of organic 
power: 

We know no meaning actually apart from some power and know no power apart 
from some meaning. Sheer power is an arbitrary abstraction. . . . The false sep- 
aration between power and meaning is a tragic root malady of own age.lZ4 

The definition is similar to Whitehead's "relative functional intensity of 
various fused patterns of process."125 Carefully add moral purpose to this 
organic definition and the product is a co-organic structure. The co-organic 
theory maintains that the separation of power and ethics is an even greater 
"root malady" than the separation of power and meaning. 

The organismic theory synthesizes evolutionary, relative, and potential 
qualities. Deutsch exemplifies this trend of thought by differentiating power 
over nature and power over man, yet in many respects these forces are 
identical. Power over nature, whether real or merely imagined, constitutes 
power over man.lm The political scientist may contemplate Bergson in Cre- 
ative Evolutioiz who states that life is comparable to an impulsion or im- 
petus, an "immensity of potentiality." This survey of definitions again 
points to the dilemmas of power and the power crisis of behaviorism-tradi- 
tionalism: the value-free theories with and withont quantification and the 
ethical theories including functional and organizational forms. 

From the general disagreement of experts on the substantial content of 
power there is no reason to expect greater consensus on the forms of politi- 
cal dynamics or the general theory of power. Power does not seem to in- 
dulge in single definitions or pure cycles. Among the few "attributes of awe 
and majesty" are that it is cumulative, has magnitude, and maximizes itself. 

The search for patterns of power, which has already been considered, is 
as remarkable as the search for a definition. Neither Aristotle's cycles, nor 
Polybius', nor Vico's - simple cycles and reversals, spirals, and alternating 
currents, nor Machiavellian historical repetitions, adequately explain the 
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phenomenon of political power. Here is a wonderfully mad world of Ilappy 
Ptolemaists turned loose in a Copernican universe. The linear evolutionary 
development of St. Augustine, Toynbee, and Lord Russell does not work 
any better to explain history. Neither Flinders Petrie nor Sorokin with sen- 
sate and ideational culture; neither Mills, nor Mosca, nor Weber, nor Marx 
with their sometimes splendid insights into the narrow socioeconomic com- 
ponents of power are adequate. I t  is, of course, always possible that power 
follows a strange Brownian movement or can be viewed only in some sort 
of political cloud chamber. 

Power does not apparently disintegrate. It  obeys the principles of con- 
servation of energy. Abnegation does sometimes occur but usually is not 
voluntary. Power can be transformed into myth or value. This is the key 
point in the general theory of MYTH-POWER. The MYTH-POWER the- 
ory is demonstrated elsewhere but can be briefly reviewed in tabular form. 
It suffers from the usual Platonic malaise of formal idealization. A some- 
what more specific illustration occurs in American political myths in their 
power context. The penetration of power in myth as an index of social 
change will also be examined and the relation of myth to power in its artis- 
tic form. One of the more striking aspects of MYTH-POWER is the ap- 
parent distributional constant of power concern in primitive mythologies. 
Correlation with modern American literature shows somewhat less concern 
with power; Russian literaturc shows a greater emphasis on power than 
normal. 

THEORY O F  POLITICAL MYTH 

State of Society 

Formative 

Revolutionary 

Response 

Stabilizing 

Stable 

Growth 

Internal power challenge 

Type or Function: Myth-Power 

Civilizing, demoniac-rational, culture 
hero 

Tconoclastic; utopian; cultural ca- 
tastrophism; messianism 

None or appeal to traditional myth, 
myth vacuum 

Legitimizing governmenf; social es- 
tablishment 

Legality, traditional patterns, heroic 
virtue, paideia, moral purpose, power, 
entertainment 

HistoricaI myths 

Social satire, criticism 

Response Cathartic, socia1 cohesion, witch- 
hunting, scapegoats 
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External power challenge Cultural defense mechanism, bipo- 
larity, children of light versus children 
of darkness, racial and ethnic, propa- 
ganda 

Freedom, escape into myth world, 
messianis~n 

MYTH-POWER AND HEROISM 

Myth-Tv/,e Epic Hero Typical Episodes 

Bcowulf Hero in society; fight with the drag- 
on; heroic agony 

Dionysus Rescue of the people; arrivat of 
young stranger 

Cultural catastrophism Siegfried Death of the hero; sense of loss 

Legitimizing Aeneas Receipt of power talisman; tested he- 
roism; descent to the dead 

Social establishment Hun-Apu Elite birth of the hero; class estab- 
lishment, or punishment 

Legality Hiawatha Ethical euample, or receipt of the 
laws 

Paideia; moral purpose Roland The point of honor; the heroic dis- 
agreement; the ideal of virtue; hero as 
myth-preserver 

Power Achilles Invulnerability; hero-shamanism; ex- 
cess of power, combats, power quest 

Historic myths Gid Generations of the hero; fatalism, 
determinism; transformations 

Bipolarity Afrasiyab National or racial stereotypes, hero 
conqueror enslaves inferiors 

Freedom or escape Prometheus Miraculous rescue; search for im- 
mortality; magic flight 

Anti-heroic functions: Satan; Wan- Rebellion; nihilism, power-destruc- 
Iconoclasm; Anti-legality dering Jew tion; attempts to destroy hero; punished 

wanderer 

Satire, catharsis, Reynard Broken taboos; tricksters, insanity, 
scapegoats relief from tensions, witch-hunting, dis- 

grace 



CHAPTER VIII 

NOTE ON THE MYTH-POWER INDEX AS AN 
INDICATOR OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

The last chapter illustrated the thesis that myth is a correlative of the po- 
litical and social situation. In the primitive community myth performs the 
functions of a constitution, legitimizing and serving as the basis for law and 
social establishment. Transformations in the form of power are apparent 
in myths. A warrior caste does not stress the power of a religious elite. 

Whereas the civilizing and rationalizing stages of political development 
contain frequent references to the symbols of authority, obedience, and 
power, the social satire and "pure entertainment" types provide an escape 
from politics and have a very low power content. Any impact on the in- 
stitutional power structure results in an increase in the number of power 
references in the mythology. In a decadent society myths may preserve the 
form of power while the content has effectively disappeared. Power always 
attempts to maximize its mythic basis in order to minimize the exercise of 
brute force. The stronger the power content of a mythology the less neces- 
sary it is to openly maintain authority. Every society, of course, possesses 
the dual system of myths of the elite and the counter-elite. Not infrequently 
this becomes associated with a dual pantheon of gods. In a revolutionary 
situation, the counter-elite attempts to convert whatever values it possesses, 
even poverty, into power by means of myth. In a situation where power 
approaches the limits of stability, the myths reflect the excess of power. Es- 
sentially there is for any society a MYTH-POWER equilibrium or "critical 
mass." The extent of power penetration into the mass of mythology func- 
tions directly with the probability for social change. 

Power penetration or impact is measurable in myths through content 
analysis. An increase in power references in a social myth is indicative of 
the need for mythic reinforcement of an insecure or unstable power situa- 
tion. A low coeiTicient of power occurs as the result of a deliberate deem- 
phasis or abnegation and would appear also to indicate an unstable situa- 
tion. Power references theoretically increase during periods of internal ten- 
sion or external crisis. 

A small sample of power references in American Indian myths provides 
a crude basis for comparison. Among the obvious problems are that these 
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are translations, that they are in most cases undatable, and that in some in- 
stances totemic ancestors are important power symboIs and should not have 
been disregarded. Without being intimately familiar with the specific social 
composition of each tribe it is also difficult to weight the importance of kin- 
ship relations. There are also qualitative differences in the forms of power 
stressed. Notice for instance the interest of the Northwest Coast tribes in 
economic power and in other areas the stress on natural and supernatural 
forms. It  is interesting to note the Pawnee "origin of power" stories, the 
Wichita phrase "The Man Who Had More Power Than Anyone," and the 
Nehalem Tiilamook power songs. 

POWER-MYTH PENETRATION: AMERZND 

Blcrclifooi (1 0) Big bird Siorrx (16) 
Chief Shaking rock Old Men (2) 
Chief Wol f  Chief (4) 
Old man (2) Nel~ale~rz TillninooX (9) Cooncil 
Chief Bear (2) Power song Medicine Bag (2) 
Mikapi (Warrior-2) Powers (6) Great Spirit 
Ghost (2) Medicine Evil spirit 

High class War path 
Cnciclo (4) Warriors (2 )  

Medicine Pawflee (21) Holy 
Hunter Medicine man (3) Wandering Spirit o f  
Ex-chicf ? (2) War path (3) Warrior 

War party leader 
Haicln (17) Gods Tliilgit (1 8) 

Rich man North Wind Thunder (4) 
Town-chief Lightning (3) Sea-lion chief 
Head slave Chief Shaman 
Ya-Ya-oooo War party Spirits (3) 

Supernatural (3) Bear spirit High caste (3) 
Chief (4) (Origin o f  power Medicine box (3) 
Slaves story) Very rich (3) 
Eagle (4) Invulnerability (2) 
War spear Powers (2) Wichita (17) 
Medicine Eagles (2) Tricksters 

Chief (7) 
M e l v ~ i ~  ( 1  0) Se/~ecn (22) Young Man Chief ( 6 )  

Fire-theft (2) Great chief (3) War party 
Sun woman (2) Celestial being War path 
Chiefs ( 5 )  Great tree Man Who  Had More 
Keeping sun Witches Power Than Anyone 

Demon 
Modoc (8) Evil spell Zriiii (4) 

Great hunter (2) Magician Vampires 
Subbas (sun) Chief (8) Shiwani (priest-chief) 
Fire-owners (2) Council (2) Ghosts 
Council Belt (3) Sun-father 

References to power per random 1000 words translated 
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In  spite of the uncertainties of measurement a rough index of from 4-22 
is obtained from the Zuiii, who traditionally eschew power, to the highly 
organized and apparently rather superstitious Seneca. The more unset- 
tled Western tribes score relativeIy low on this scale which is based on the 
number of references per thousand words in English. Most Indian mytholo- 
gies range from 15-30 which is also the range of most translations from 
Oriental cuItures. Russian folk-tales and modern fiction have a content 
ranging from 40-55 as do certain books of the Old Testament. Modern 
American writers such as Faulkner and Hemingway range from 5-15. 

Since power penetration is surprisingly constant in the myth-collecting 
period, there would seem to be more than a possibility that MYTH-POWER 
is also constant. It  is possible that the use of materials from other sources, 
the popular press, for example, will permit the prediction of patterns of so- 
cial change. 



CHAPTER IX 

ARTISTIC FORMS AND POETIC POLITICS 

~solated pieces of research have centered around politics as an art. Books 
such as Hauser's Social History o f  Art, Sorokin's Cultural Dynamics, and 
Flinders Petrie's Revolutions o f  Civilizatioiz, are isolated from the scientific 
mainstream of modern political research. It is ultimately to the forms of art, 
or "poetic politics," that the theorist must turn for a complement to a pure 
science of power. The artist is frequently as much or more "aware" of power 
than the politician. Stendahl wrote of politics in an art work as being 
"like a pistol shot in the middle of a concert, something loud and vulgar."127 
This is somewhat unfair unless the orchestra is playing the "1812 Overture." 
Although no work of creative intellect can or should be reduced to an in- 
terpretation which is purely determined by its politics, neither should the 
political interpretation be completely ignored or displaced by wretched al- 
legory or contorted symbolism. 

Rossini's "Gaza Ladra," Verdi's "Ernani," Handel's "Judas Maccabeus," 
and Beethoven's "Eroica" are enhanced by their specific political or histori- 
cal context. Handel's work, for example, commemorates the unfortunate 
victory of the Duke of Cumberland at Culloden. The point must again be 
stressed that this is not to reduce all art to its lowest common denominator 
of social consciousness or "socialist realism." It is specifically to assert that 
most art has a political significance. Beyond that, it may be possible that 
some of the forms of politics are themselves artistic rather than scientific. 
The study of the form, content, and dynamics of art is an alternative to 
pure behaviorism. Art, after all, is a visual expression and frequently a sym- 
bolization of myth and power. 

Frequently the artist desires to convey an explicit political message. Cour- 
bet, David, Bosch, Rivera, Delacroix, and Picasso are all political theorists 
in the broadest use of the term. They bring to their canvases preconceptions 
of the political order, moral sentiments, reactions and critiques of authority. 
They are concerned with questions of power: the revolutions of '48, Na- 
poleon, the Anabaptist millennium, the Marxist protest, "Liberty Leading 
the People," "Guernica." The anonymity of the medieval artist yields to the 
individualism and humanism of the Renaissance. The transition from Cima- 
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bue to Giotto has profound influence as an artistic revolution, but it also 
has social significance. 

Naturally the artist's intent can be substantially altered for propaganda 
purposes. I think of the apocryphal tales of Khrushchev's confrontation 
with an abstract sculpture entitled "Mother and Child," which he promptly 
lambasts as bourgeois and decadent. Later on the sculpture was moved to 
another spot in the exhibition with the label "Hammer and Sickle: Long 
Live Our Glorious Leader!" - and of that he approved. There is an equally 
apocryphal tale of another politician's artistic problcm as M. de Gaulle 
mistakes a Monet for a Manet and then a Mir6 for a Picasso. "Intent" and 
the "intentionalist fallacy" are occasionally precarious things, of course, 
but sometimes the artist expresses himself with painful clarity. The meaning 
is so patent, so fundamentalist, that it cannot be ignored. If the "popular 
art" of comic strips can be admitted in evidence, it is strange to see "Pogo" 
banned in Japan for an issue offensive to Khrushchev and Castro, and "L'il 
Abner" involved in a lawsuit over "Phoanie Joanie." What, after all, is 
Gulliver's Travels without some knowledge of Swift's political intent but 
some sort of charming kindergarten tale? Sometimes, of course, the artist 
means exactly what he says which is usually disastrous for the latter-day 
critic. (As far as latter-day criticism is concerned, valid political judgments 
can be made by observing the periodic reinterpretation of a work of art, 
the reactions to it by different cultures, especially if it is universally received 
-say Hamlet or Prometheus. Who would have dreamed even in a lysergic 
fit that Little Black Sambo contained segregationist propaganda?) 

Another example of the importance of intent in art was hung in a recent 
Houston exhibit. Here a piece of transparent pIastic dry cleaning cover was 
stretched over an overlarge frame. Someone, hopefully but by no means 
certainly the artist, had lit a match to a portion of the picture. You could 
look through it from either side like Eulenspiegel's famous artistic work or 
the Emperor's "new clothes." Now without knowing that this was supposed 
to represent a microscopic enlargement of flesh seared by a World War I1 
bomb explosion, how could the viewer take it for anything but utter junk? 
This is not, of course, to insist that the work was raised to the par of Goya's 
"Horrors" -horrors! simply when the intent was known. Certainly, how- 
ever, it is the pure dream of rationalism or science which produces the 
monsters. 

Much of modern abstraction represents an escape from politics. I t  may 
even attempt to destroy politics like the "horror" scene in Thomas' The 
Crsytal Button: 

But if you make no new Iaws, you have no law-makers, and no need of them; 
and if no law-makers, then no legislative bodies; and if no legislatures, then no 
elections, no voting, no parties, no politics, no politicians!l28 
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Think of the occupational hazard to political scientists in a world con- 
trolled by the artistic imagination and planncd with the Utopian mind. A 
proliferation of political scientists is bad, but a destruction of political sci- 
entist~ is Worse. 

You frequently get the escape from politics in the form of battered pots 
and revolving watchsprings and the violent individualism of sloshed-on 
paint hurled against a wail. Here also is a protest against convention and 
the formal canons of style, for "op" or "pop" is to art as behaviorism is to 
politics. Modern art of this type is so best-sellerized that it implies certain 
ideas about politics, especially when contrasted with Byzantine or Egyptian 
formalism, or even a Rubens portrait. As in the case of Modigliani it 
may represent an effort to restore primitive myth to the context of indus- 
trial power. There is, of course, more than potential disagreement on the 
significance and correspondence of artistic and political forms. (If 1 were 
to maintain the thesis that most modern art is "decadent," I would rud into 
disagreement - even citing the notorious exanlples of upside-down hang- 
ing pictures which could only look attractive to a three-toed sloth whose 
paint-dipped tail may have been dragged across the canvas. Notice, I place 
this point in parenthesis and do not insist on it.) At the present time realism 
is totalitarian and abstraction democratic. 

Certainly the maintenance of a rigid stylistic orthodoxy is not in keeping 
with the democratic ideal of crcative individuality and experimentation. 
"Tyranny of the majority" can be just as vicious, however, in dictating ar- 
tistic taste as an authoritarian board of censors. There are some possibilities 
in the oscillation between sensate and ideational forms as in Sorokin's 
analysis, but the political correlates are not defined with sufficient clarity. 
Certain generalizations can be made regarding the cultural impact and sig- 
nificance of the classical revival's following the Grecian model in the United 
States and the Egyptian in Napoleonic France. 

The public reception of a work may also fail to correspond to the artist's 
notions of society. There is also a somewhat less than absolute guarantee 
that the artist is in any way representative of the political situation in which 
he is painting. Without pressing this point - is Grandma Moses, Norman 
Rockwell, or some abstractionist the "real" spokesman for the American 
experience? 

The artist not only reflects his social context to some extent, however, 
but he also produces marked effects on society. Both Plato and Aristotle 
were acutely aware of this fact. Aristotle's Poetics even included a number 
of artistic forms which were transposed to the Politics - the idea of a rapid 
change in condition which was essential to Greek tragedy also characterized 
Aristotle's view of social classes and the idea of "false equality." The idea 
of hybris was fundamentally related to Aristotle's fear of stasis and his em- 
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phasis on stability. The hamartia, or tragic flaw, was present both in the 
tragic hero and in the pure forms of government. 

The drama itself has universal significance for both mythmaking and po- 
litical theory. The Orestein both legitimizes the Areopagus and poses more 
general problems of justice. The Antigone deals with the "higher law"; the 
Meden with conflicts of love and loyalty; An Enemy of the People with the 
role of moral man in immoral society. Most of the plays of Aristophanes 
and Euripides are essentially political theory. The essentially political prob- 
lem of succession to the throne which is a central factor, not a peripheral 
one, in both Oedipus and Hunzlet may place the pIays in the light which the 
artist intends. Why, after alI, does not Hamlet succeed to the throne? Shake- 
speare treats the problem of legitimacy indirectly in Troilus and Cressida 
and of political isolation in The Tempest. 

Finally the work of art as a representation of society has a number of 
levels of interpretation: the intent of the artist, the public reception, the 
reinterpretations with changing political conditions, the conformity to style, 
and the role of the artist himself in society. The "poetic politics" of the 
political artist can anticipate modes of experience of which the political 
scientist wiIl never dream: 

When the Earthman Iearned to apply science to law and to experiment in law as 
he had done in the physical fields of research, tremendous strides were made in 
the fieId of social progress. . . . With the removal of the Constitution limiting 
the powers of government, the people. . .were no longer afraid of governrnent.129 



CHAPTER X 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Most traditional political theory is synthetic, impractically intellectual, 
culture-bound, moralistic, artistic, humanistic, and modern. It  is synthetic 
because it involves combining elements from earlier traditions. It  is highly 
intellectual, or pretends to be, and often abstract, and for these reasons only 
occasionally popular or practical. I t  is culture-bound because the prejudices 
of the political theorist are the prejudices of his environment. It is moral- 
istic because it insists upon the ethical or moral purpose of the state. It is 
artistic because it deaIs not only with the content of power but also with the 
form of myth. Political theory is in fact mythmaking. It  is humanistic be- 
cause it deals with human problems and ideals and therefore has a modern 
and universal relevance. 

Many of these elements are difficult to reconcile with a "science of 
power." Political theory cannot tolerate dehumanization, negation of vol- 
untarism, or denial of moral purpose. It tolerates with great difliculty "legal 
science," which has become a prerequisite for social stability, "historical 
science," which is responsible for various forms of determinism, and "sci- 
ence for society," which threatens to degenerate into social planning and 
engineering. 

A truly "scientific" politics cannot be pseudo-scientific imitation, deny 
the humanistic and moral content of political questions, or destroy the 
"poetic" form. Pure power analysis is an uncertain basis for political studies 
because it lacks the proper perspective. The misapplication of political de- 
terminism has the same faults as astrological or economic determinism. Tra- 
ditional political theory possesses some characteristics which lend them- 
selves to understanding "political culture," but most elements conflict with 
the "myth of a science of politics." 

Much has been written regarding the decline of political theory, the non- 
existence of political theory, and the passing of politics beyond ideology. 
Modern political science has been marked by a struggle between tradition- 
alists and behaviorists. Both groups behave something like the Graeae of 
Greek myth who had but one eye and one tooth to share. Instead of guard- 
ing the Gorgons they would spend quite a bit of time squabbling as to which 
sister was to have the eye. This is not to impIy that the behaviorists and the 
traditionalists are toothless hags, just that they are occasionally "blind of 
one eye." 

(6 1) 
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One group insists upon POWER, the other upon VALUES, and politics 
cannot be understood solely in terms of either. No approach which attempts 
to isolate itself from ethical or historical factors is adequate. Neither is any 
approach which refuses to deal with the processes of political systems. An 
adequate political theory must consider the dynamic interaction of POW- 
ER, MYTH, and VALUES. It must be "co-organic." 

Modern political thinkers like to consider their works "entmythisierized," 
or liberated from myth, Unfortunately they are not, Democratic-liberal 
presuppositions are thoroughly integrated into the structure of modern be- 
havioral science and judge-made law. 

In the primitive community myths perform a number of important func- 
tions. They legitimize, stabilize, establish behavioral norms, structure the 
communal idea of freedom, serve as social cathartics, and educate. A myth- 
less community is as much a contradiction in terms as a value-free science 
of politics. Constitutions are an institutionalized form of political myth. 
In fact constitutions functionally displace myth in the process of civiliza- 
tion. The constitution establishes the power structure of the community. 
There is a consensus mythologiae, an agreement on political orthodoxy 
which imitates a religious covenant and is fused to the more conventional 
consensus iuris. Myths are often transformed into power or other values. 
Myth is also the mechanism by means of which values are converted into 
power. 

Modern political theory is not "dead" but has been driven "underground" 
both by the assault of the antimythic myth of the "science of power" and 
by the displacement of many of the functions of political theory by modern 
literature and art. Not until political theory exposes the antimyth for what 
it is and recaptures the lost artistic or poetic form of politics can it recover 
its proper status. 

I am constantly impressed by the MYTH-POWER analysis as a key to 
the reconstruction of political philosophy. The political theorist is a myth- 
maker. For example, the history of the American South can be understood 
in terms of the assault of abolitionism on the "half-devil half-child myth," 
the assault of social Darwinism on fundamentalism, and the assault of 
"sociological jurisprudence" on segregation. In the developing nations 
there is the problem of "routinizing the charisma," or stabilizing the power 
structure through the establishment of appropriate myths of national char- 
acter. Frequently these nations have imitated the forms of democratic power 
and constitutionalism without the mythic content. The result is often a dis- 
illusionment with the structures of democracy and the reaction in the direc- 
tion of dictatorship. 

Two additional examples from the Vietnam War will suffice to stress 
the modern uses of MYTH-POWER. In the first situation our intelligence 
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units were having difficulty identifying suspected members of the Viet Cong. 
n e  power structure was, of course, so fluid that informers gave information 
only at the risk of their lives. Intelligence rigged up a "magic box'' re- 
plete with bells and lights which could be triggered at a distance by a hidden 
informer as a Cong suspect approached. The efficiency of the box as a 
"Gong detector" became so well known that members of the guerrillas be- 
came afraid to approach the box even without the informer. To a primitive 
and moderately superstitious people, the "magic box" possessed tremen- 
dous power. This is essentialIy a form of mythmaking. In another instance 
a known Cong suspect had been taken into custody a number of times, only 
to escape. Finally intelligence prepared a poster showing him as a defector 
urging other guerrillas to defect. This type of rudimentary propaganda myth 
caused the Cong to liquidate the "defector" themselves. The construction of 
such myths is fundamental to political theory. The poIitical theorist must 
appropriately study and coordinate such MYTH-POWER structures. There- 
fore political science must reconstruct itself along the lines of MYTH- 
POWER-VALUES. 
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